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Highlights:
HOW WE HEAL by Alexandra Elle

“Alexandra Elle has curated a beautiful collection of stories and
advice from some of the wisest women of our time. Their insights
won’t just move you; they’ll leave you rethinking your fundamental
beliefs about healing. It’s not a goal to achieve—it’s a daily activity
and a lifetime project.”
—Adam Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Think
Again and host of the TED podcast WorkLife

“Elle is one of the premiere writers of the modern age. In How We
Heal, she delivers powerful medicine for anyone who is ready to
deeply transform their life. If you are looking to do serious healing work, this book is necessary.”
—Yung Pueblo, New York Times bestselling author of Clarity Connection
HOMAGE by Chris Scott with Sarah Zorn

★“Two cultures steeped in farming find rich common ground in this
captivating tribute from chef Scott.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review

“There’s so much heart in Homage that it stopped me in my tracks.
Sure, the book’s got excellent recipes... But Chris Scott goes deep
beyond cooking in the spirit of honoring his ancestors, guiding his
four children, and telling a uniquely American story. You can sense
that spirit glowing from every page: Homage is an instant classic.”
—Jeff Gordinier, author of Hungry

“Having the privilege of cooking alongside Chris Scott, I can assure you that his food and his
writing are passionate and soulful, and utterly important. Homage is a must-have and a
must-read.”
—Mike Solomonov, James Beard Award-winning chef and cookbook author
STAY CURIOUS AND KEEP EXPLORING by Emily Calandrelli,
host of Netflix’s Emily’s Wonder Lab

“Here are 50, count `em, 50 home experiments you can count on.
Each is a crowd, or home experimenter, pleaser. Emily wrote this
book for kids of all ages, and it’s full of references to women, who
changed the world--with science. It doesn’t matter where you start;
be curious; open to any page; take some notes; Emily will keep you
exploring.”
—Bill Nye, Science Educator, CEO, The Planetary Society
JIMI by Janie Hendrix and John McDermott

“Published to coincide with the 80th anniversary of Jimi Hendrix’s
birth...Legions of Jimi Hendrix fans will enjoy this lushly illustrated
tribute. Recommended for all popular-music collections.”
—Bill Baars, Library Journal
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Illustration by Laia Albaladejo from The Story Oracle
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Entertainment and Pop Culture
THE HISTORY OF SKETCH COMEDY
A Journey Through the Art and Craft of Humor
By Keegan-Michael Key and Elle Key

With epic personal tangents and hilarious asides, Keegan-Michael
Key and Elle Key’s story takes you on an illuminating look at all
facets of comedy—from the stock characters of commedia del arte
in the sixteenth century, to the rise of vaudeville and burlesque,
the golden age of television comedy, the influence of the most wellknown comedy schools, and the ascension of comedy films and TV
specials—all the way through to a look at the future of sketch on
social media platforms. Along the way, we hear tales of Key’s childhood, his comedy influences, and
the vicissitudes of his career path. As the New York Times said in its review of their podcast, “this
comedy nerd history is filtered through memoir, with Key relating stories of his budding fandom,
training and rise from improv comic to television sketch artist.” Part masterclass, part memoir, and
hilariously embellished with priceless commentary, The History of Sketch Comedy illuminates
the essential building blocks of sketch comedy while interweaving Key’s experiences of personal
discovery and the influence of his comedy heroes. The text is complemented by original art by Elle
Key and exclusive essays compiled from conversations with some of their famous comedy friends
and performers who have influenced the development of comedy, such as Jordan Peele, Mel
Brooks, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Mike Myers, Chris Rock, John Oliver, Tracy Morgan, Carol Burnett,
Jim Carrey, and many more.
Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 256 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2023

ART OF DISNEY F23
By Disney

The Art of Disney F23 presents the story behind the newest film
from Walt Disney Animations Studios. It highlights the stunning
artwork from the film’s creation—including character designs,
storyboards, color scripts, and much more—and features exclusive
interviews from the creative team along with behind-the-scenes
details. The next in this fan-favorite, collectible series of Art
Of titles, this book is the perfect gift for Disney fans, animation
students, film buffs, and more. ©2023 Disney
Jacketed Hardcover, $42.50, 228.6 x 279.4 mm, 176 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2023

THE DISNEY ANIMATION POSTCARD BOX
100 Collectible Postcards
By Disney and Pixar

This collectible postcard box celebrates the enduring magic of Disney
over the last hundred years with 100 Disney and Pixar characters—
from Mickey Mouse, Woody, and Olaf to Maleficent, Scar, and Ursula.
Including final frames of beloved heroes, loyal sidekicks, and wicked
villains throughout Disney’s animation history, these 100 high-quality,
full-color collectible postcards, housed in a keepsake box, are a musthave for all Disney fans alike. ©2023 Disney/Pixar
Postcards, $22.95, 111.1 x 158.8 x 63.5 mm, 100 cards, Spring 2023

HAPPILY NEVER AFTER
By Disney

And they lived happily never after... This irreverent-yet-endearing
collection of snarky sentiments and wicked affections features the
most terrifying Disney Villains in all the land. From the thoughtful
gift of a poison apple to a cuddle puddle with a trio of hyenas,
Happily Never After is a deviously sweet gift of love and friendship
from the darker side of the Disney universe. ©2023 Disney
Unjacketed Hardcover, $9.95, 114.3 x 152.4 mm, 64 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2023

THE ART OF ELEMENTAL
By Disney and Pixar

The Art of Elemental presents the story behind the newest film
from Pixar Animation Studios. It highlights the stunning artwork
from the film’s creation—including character designs, storyboards,
color scripts, and much more—and features exclusive interviews
from the creative team along with behind-the-scenes details.
The next in this fan-favorite, collectible series of Art Of titles, this book is the perfect gift for
aspiring artists, animators, aspiring film buffs, and fans alike. ©2023 Pixar

STAR WARS JEFFREY BROWN
By Jeffrey Brown

Din Djarin, the terse Mandalorian bounty hunter, travels the
galaxy with the adorable Grogu in tow. Whether he is keeping
Grogu from messing with his controls while he flies the Razor
Crest, trying to get him into the right Jedi schools, or stopping
him from using the force to steal extra snacks, Mando’s lessons as
a caretaker will be instantly fun and recognizable to all families.
Jeffrey’s colorful all-ages style and spin is a delightful complement
to the show’s gritty milieu, while accentuating the sweetness of
the found family at the heart of the story. His unexpectedly funny touches and twists, and
lighthearted interpretations of favorite characters, including Luke Skywalker, Ahsoka Tano,
IG-11, Peli Motto, Moff Gideon, Bo-Katan, The Armorer, and much more will thrill fans and
give them a way to appreciate the show in a whole new way.
Jacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 165.1 x 165.1 mm, 64 pages, Fall 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $42.50, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 176 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023
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THOR AND LOKI
Midgard Family Mayhem

LEGO HEROES
By Graham Hancock

By Jeffrey Brown

Young Thor and Loki have traveled with their parents Odin and
Frigga across the ten realms to their favorite world, and Midgard
(aka Earth) may never be the same. From the creator of the
beloved and bestselling Darth Vader and Son series, this sweetly
funny comic collection finds the kid gods of thunder and mischief
suffering helmet hair (Thor), trying to ride the school bus as an alligator (Loki), playing freeze
tag with the Avengers, crafting Odin an All-Father’s Day present, discovering a mysteriously
delicious food Midgardians call “mac and cheese,” and much more. Jeffrey Brown’s Eisner
Award-winning humor, inventive colorful artwork, and playful approach to the characters make
this a must-have for Marvel fans of all ages. © 2023 MARVEL
Jacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 165.1 x 165.1 mm, 64 pages, full-color illustrations throughout Spring 2023

Meet twelve visionary builders from around the globe who have
turned LEGO® play into life-altering innovations through immense
curiosity, creativity, passion, and a handful of LEGO bricks. From
a wheelchair for an injured turtle to customized prosthetic arms to
lab research for coral reef preservation, each chapter showcases
individuals of all ages and backgrounds who have applied the
LEGO System in Play to solve some of life’s greatest challenges in
the fields of technology, sustainability, education, and more. With
inspiring messages of imagination and problem-solving through
play, readers will be moved by this heartwarming celebration of people who are changing the
world . . . one brick at a time. LEGO, the LEGO logo, and the Brick and Knob configurations are
trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2023 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
Jacketed Hardcover, $18.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 112 pages, full-color and monochromatic photographs throughout, Spring 2023

LEGO HOW WE CREATE INSPIRATION DECK
By LEGO

Boundless creativity, joyful focus, and endless play are at the
heart of the LEGO Group, and LEGO® designers and thinkers
employ these values every day to create the world’s most popular
toy. The LEGO® How We Create Inspiration Deck captures
insights and moments of inspiration learned by these creators
through building and innovating with the LEGO brick. Housed
in a lux keepsake box, cards can be pulled to set goals, work
through creative roadblocks, or simply just because! Mixed among
INSPIRATION
75
the inspirational quote cards are mindfulness exercises and
DECK
CREATIVITY
PROMPTS
imaginative building prompts to put your creativity into action.
BY
XXX XXXX
Perfect for LEGO fans who want a behind the scenes look at the
LEGO brand, and for anyone searching for a burst of inspiration
and creativity in their everyday.

HOW W
E
CREATE

Deck, $19.95, 101.6 x 155.6 x 41.3 mm, 75 pages, full-color illustrations, Fall 2023

LEGO BRICK BOTANICALS 1,000-PIECE PUZZLE
Illustrations from Thor and Loki ©2023 MARVEL

THE AVENGERS: 100 COLLECTIBLE COMIC BOOK COVER
POSTCARDS
By Marvel Entertainment

Celebrating the 60th anniversary of the Avengers, this postcard set
features iconic cover art from the 1960s to modern-day classics,
including team members and villains from across their heroic history,
and covers by the greatest Marvel artists such as Jack Kirby, John
Buscema, George Pérez, Phil Noto, Mike Allred, Paolo Rivera, Tradd
Moore, Jim Cheung, Alex Ross, and many more. © 2023 MARVEL

By LEGO

This 1,000-piece puzzle comes together to reveal a stunning image
inspired by the wildly popular LEGO® Botanical collection. Perfect
for the whole family, but just as fun to take on solo, this puzzle
showcases the creativity and delight integral to the LEGO® brand.
Once completed, this puzzle will be the perfect reminder to stop
and smell the flowers every once in a while! LEGO, the LEGO logo, and the Brick and Knob
configurations are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2023 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
Puzzles, $17.95, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 1,000 full-color pieces, Spring 2023

Postcards, $22.95, 104.8 x 152.4 x 57.2 mm, 100 cards, Spring 2023
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OMFG, BEES!
Bees Are So Amazing and You’re About to Find Out Why

THE GREEN DUMB GUIDE TO HOUSEPLANTS
45 Unfussy Plants That Are Easy to Grow and Hard to Kill

By Matt Kracht

By Holly Theisen-Jones

We all love the idea of houseplants, and maybe you’ve stood
by helplessly as a cactus went all slimy or you’ve endured the
perpetual indoor autumn of an unhappy Ficus. Good news—all of
the plants in this book have two things in common: They’re easy to
grow and hard to kill. The benefits of plant ownership are legion.
Studies indicate just being around plants creates a relaxing effect
on people. And plants make great roommates—no Peace Lily will
ever criticize you for quitting your workout video to go finish a box
of biscuits. Does your bedroom have a mattress on the floor and
Christmas lights taped to the wall? Put a Money Tree in the corner. Instant upgrade! Are you a
corporate lackey trapped under fluorescent lights and a drop-tile ceiling? A colorful Calathea or
a chunky little Aloe could help restore your will to live. Of course, it’s best if they’re not turning
to sludge and drawing ants. The Green Dumb Guide to Houseplants is full of useful advice,
crucial dos and don’ts, and keys to identifying that cool plant you saw at your grandma’s house
one time—ensuring success to even the most risk-averse, commitment-phobic gardeners.
Jacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 216 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Are you ready for the ultimate bee book? With lighthearted
watercolor and ink drawings, humorous quips, lists, and musings,
OMFG, BEES! will show you just how important these esteemed
bee-list celebrities really are. Delving into various bee topics, from
distinguishing between bees and not bees, to exploring the absolute
wonder that is bee behavior, to divulging the mind-blowing beemagic behind honey making, and more, Kracht’s ode to bees paints
a charming and enthusiastic picture of our favorite pollinators,
providing unbelievably cool facts about bees and reasons why they
deserve a lot more credit as well as our appreciation and advocacy. Because omfg, BEES!
Paperback, $15.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 128 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

QUEER
POWER
COUPLES

QUEER POWER COUPLES
A Celebration of Love and Excellence
By Hannah Murphy

In this photographic celebration of queer love and excellence,
queer power couples—across industries, identities, and
generations—will interview each other about their passions, their
paths, their relationship, and how those things all intertwine.
The interviews will be facilitated by journalist and former Rolling
Stone editor Hannah Murphy. The photography, by Murphy’s wife
Billie Winter, will capture earnest, familiar moments between the
subjects, celebrating small but meaningful gestures of queer intimacy that, until this last decade,
would have been kept out of the public eye. This book will capture the vital importance of queer
visibility, not by listing statistics about how the community has suffered, but by lifting up queer
love and excellence as a shining example of our future.
A CELEBR ATION OF LOVE
AND EXCELLENCE

TALES OF POLYNESIA
Illustrated by Yiling Changues

A woman falls in love with the king of the sharks. Two powerful
sorcerers compete in a battle of magical wits. The king of Maui’s
fastest messenger races to bring a young woman back from the
dead. In these traditional stories, the borders blur between life
and death, reality and magic, and land and sea. You’ll encounter
awe-inspiring warriors, tricky magicians, and fearsome creatures
of the deep. This volume includes legends from Hawai’i, New
Zealand, Tahiti, and Samoa, showcasing the rich narrative tradition
of the Polynesian islands. Each tale is paired with evocative contemporary art in this special
illustrated edition.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

INDIGENOUS TALES
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INDIGENOUS
TALES
Traditional Stories of
Lorem and Ipsum
illustrations by

Illustrator Name

HANNAH MURPHY WINTER
BILLIE WINTER

Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 192 pages, Fall 2023

BAY CURIOUS
Exploring the Hidden True Stories of the
San Francisco Bay Area

INDIGENOUS TALES

By Olivia Allen-Price

This book expands the reach of the beloved Tales series to
encompass the enchanting folkloric tradition of the indigenous
cultures of North America. The stories are presented in the series’
luxe hardcover package with spot gloss, paper graining, and
ribbon marker. Illustrations by a contemporary indigenous artist
accompany each tale. Readers will relish the chance to discover or
rediscover timeless stories through this keepsake volume.

Bay Curious brings you the answers to questions and much more
through fun and fascinating illustrated deep dives into hidden gems
of Bay Area trivia, history, and culture. Based on the award-winning
KQED podcast of the same name, Bay Curious brings a fresh eye
to some of its most popular stories and expands to cover stories
unique to this book.
Paperback, $15.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 256 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
Fall 2023
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By Maya Ealey

A Vocab Guide to Racism is a boldly illustrated visual glossary
that distills complex subjects into comprehensive, yet accessible,
definitions of terms and explanations of historical moments. With
reflection questions to use for introspection or as a starting point
for hard conversations with those close to you, this book will
encourage both your learning and unlearning—no matter where you are in your journey to
understanding race in America.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $18.95, 203.2 x 203.2 mm, 160 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

ARHOOLIE RECORDS: DOWN HOME MUSIC
The Stories and Photographs of Chris Strachwitz
By Joel Selvin with Chris Strachwitz

Founded in 1960 by Chris Strachwitz, the one-man operation of
Arhoolie Records eventually produced more than 400 albums
during more than forty years in operation, exploring the far corners
of American vernacular music—blues, gospel, Cajun, zydeco,
hillbilly, Texas-Mexican norteno music, and more. From the very
beginning, Strachwitz brought his camera along with recording
equipment as he met and recorded now-legendary artists such as
Lightnin’ Hopkins, Mississippi Fred McDowell, Clifton Chenier, and Big Joe Williams. This book
collects more than 150 of his most intimate and exciting images—many never-before seen—each
with rich captions by Strachwitz and award-winning music journalist Joel Selvin, along with a
substantial 20,000-word essay about Arhoolie, Strachwitz, and the music by Selvin.
Jacketed Hardcover, $40.00, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 208 pages, black-and-white photographs throughout, Fall 2023

TV SETS
By Iñaki Aliste Lizarralde

Behind the Screens is a visual deep dive into the locations and
sets of thirty-five of television’s most beloved shows throughout
history—from sitcoms to dramas, classics to contemporary.
Featuring highly detailed, hand drawn illustrations, this book is a
celebration of the most iconic television shows and a new way for
audiences to engage with recent favorites, like New Girl, Schitt’s
Creek, and The Good Place, and binge-worthy classics, like
Friends, Golden Girls, and I Love Lucy. Each entry includes a
detailed, colorful floorplan that provides a sense of place and scale. With illustrations of Monica
and Rachel’s apartment, Fraiser’s fireplace, the Flintstones’ car, and much more, readers will
immerse themselves into their favorite fictional worlds.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 241.3 x 222.3 mm, 160 pages, full-color illustrations throughout Fall 2023

NEGATIVES
A Photographic Archive Of Emo (1996–2006)
By Amy Fleisher Madden

NEGATIVES
A Photographic Archive of Emo (1996–2006)
By Amy Fleisher Madden

Art

VOCAB GUIDE TO RACISM
The ABCs of Anti-Blackness in America

Negatives is a gorgeous, comprehensive archive of the emo
scene as it was from 1996 to 2006 (the second and third waves
of emo). Having started the record label Fiddler Records at just
16 where, over the next ten years, she would release and work
with some of the most important bands and records in emo, Amy
Fleisher Madden utilizes these connections to tell the story of
this widely influential scene via never-before-seen photographs,
band overviews, interviews with and essays by key icons, and words from the contributing
photographers. From Amy’s personal archives as well as the archives of 25 other photographers,
Amy paints a gorgeous, heartwarming picture of not only the bands, but the community.
Negatives will feature candid slice-of-life photography, as well as popular hero shots that we all
know and love. It will also feature interviews and essays from Hayley Williams of Paramore, Blake
Schwarzenbach of Jawbreaker, Geoff Rickley of Thursday, and more. This gorgeous hardcover
volume is a must-have for any and all emo fans.
Jacketed Hardcover, $40.00, 215.9 x 279.4 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

EMO POETRY GENERATOR

Chock-full of playfully melancholic and angsty phrases reminiscent
of emo internet poetry from the early millennium, this volume
invites you to simply flip and match different sections to yield over
150,000 unique three-line poems. So, whether you’ve just run out of
black eyeliner, lost your favorite pair of skinny jeans, or gotten blue
hair dye all over your favorite My Chemical Romance tee, generate
the perfect emo poem to adequately express your angst. Just in
time for the cultural emo revival, the Emo Poetry Generator is the
perfect birthday or holiday gift for millennials who lived through
the original era, as well as the Gen Zers who are bringing it back.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 108 x 152.4 mm, 114 pages, full color throughout, Spring 2023

THE LITTLE BOOK OF ROLLER SKATING

This book is filled to the brim with all the essentials you’ll ever need
no matter where you are in your skating journey, whether you’re
a beginner or have been skating for years. From the anatomy of
the roller skate and skate maintenance to trick breakdowns and
outdoor skating crash courses to DIY ideas and off-skate fitness
suggestions, Moxi provides concise and accessible tips, so getting
on wheels has never been easier. Learn about roller skating’s
physical and mental benefits, find out how you can get involved in the community and connect
with other skaters around the world, take a quiz to find out what type of skater you are, and so
much more! With engaging illustrations, infographics, beautiful photography, and pop history and
other interesting facts throughout, The Little Book of Roller Skating isn’t as fun as actually
getting on your skates—but it sure is close!
Jacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023
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DAD LAW
The Definitive Reference for All Things Dad

THE QUIET PLACE
How to Make Your Time in the Loo Work for You

By Ally Probst and Joel Willis

By Bradford Ware

Since the dawn of time, all dads have understood that there are a
set of rules for fathers—both old and new alike—that guide them to
gleefully repeat terrible puns as well as to hone the perfect deadpan
joke delivery. This handsome tome collects all of the governing
laws of fatherhood, covering a vast array of conceivable situations
ranging from fashion to tech to simply being a dad in public. At last,
fathers need look no further to confirm that their instincts are one
hundred percent legally sound, whether it’s to vigilantly guard the
thermostat settings or to tell unsuspecting children, “Hey, pull my
finger.” It’s not a choice. It’s a law: Dad Law.

We’ve all been there and will be back again. Why not make the most
of it? This funny and helpful guide will help you make your time in
the loo work for you, including tips for navigating public restrooms
and optimizing your own throne room at home, with reading and
playlists, scent-sory suggestions, breathing exercises, toilet tech
explorations, and a Things to Do While You Poo activity section.
This is a book of optimization, and optimism, of making time we all
spend in the loo, and which can sometimes feel fraught, be more comfortable, entertaining, even
enjoyable, and does so by delivering real information with humor and empathetic wit.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 128 pages, two-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

SEX FOR LAZY PEOPLE
MOM, CAN I DO MY LAUNDRY AT YOUR HOUSE?
Poems from Your Adult Child
By Olivia Roberts

Even as a grown-up, sometimes all we need is a hug from our
mom—and access to their washing machine. Via fifty short,
relatable poems, Mom, Can I Do My Laundry at Your House?
celebrates the amazing people who raised us and support us, even
when we’re still siphoning their streaming services and going
grocery shopping in their fully stocked pantry well into adulthood.
With poems ranging from cheeky to sweet, side-splitting to sincere,
these poems are sure to make mom smile for Mother’s Day,
birthday, holiday, and just because!
Jacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 64 pages, full-color spot illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

OH. IT’S YOU.

Oh. It’s You.

By Francesco Marciuliano

Love Poems by Cats

Cats are more subtle in their affections but no less sincere. It’s
in their soft purr. It’s in their slow blink. It’s in the way that with
a single meow they can say, “Pee, crap, do whatever you have
to do. Let’s just get you out of the bathroom and let’s start our
day.” And to all that cats now add another arrow in their quiver of
endearment—poetry. Yes, cats everywhere have come together (in
spirit) to share (in sudden, unexpected sprints across the laptop
keyboard) the true depths of their feelings for their people (in
verse.) In the same vein of I Could Pee on This, more very, very
funny poetry by cats, this time with a focus on love. Complete with goofy stock photos of cats
and a delightful package, this will be the perfect gift book for any cat lover.

By Ginny Hogan

Sex for Lazy People is your go-to guide for all positions as easy
and unathletic as possible. Whether you’ve had a busy day, have
just eaten a big meal, or just generally hate moving, there’s a
position in here for you. Simply flip to the time of day (day or
night) and pick out whatever looks the most effortless. With 50
positions, tips and tricks, and helpful illustrations, you’ll never have
to get up to get off ever again!
Paperback, $15.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 96 pages, Fall 2023

THERE ARE TOO MANY MILKS
By Tara Lawall and Anne Marie Wonder

Whether pondering the overwhelming plethora of nondairy milk
options that drag out your coffee shop experience or grocery trip
by a solid half-hour, trying to figure out why you always have a
fork that never matches all of your other forks, or wondering why a
salad costs thirty dollars (the lettuce costs extra!), this exploration
of modern life and its toll on our collective sanity invites readers
to revel in the hilarity of these shared experiences. Poking fun at the things we all do to make
life more bearable, like crystal healing, picking the perfect email sign-off, eating fancy cheeses,
or Botox, this is the perfect sassy gift for birthdays, holidays, graduations, or any other day that
needs some comic relief.
Jacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 96 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Francesco Marciuliano

Oh.ItsYou_CVR_Frankfurt.indd 1

8/24/22 12:35 PM

Jacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 114.3 x 152.4 mm, 112 pages, Fall 2023
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CATFFIRMATIONS JOURNAL

MUSEUM BUMS

Illustrated by Lim Heng Swee

Let the captivating illustrations of hidden felines and their mantras
add some calm to your day, as you follow the prompts to find your
most playful and centered self.

Museum
Bums

Journal, $16.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 144 pages, Spring 2023
A subtitle Ariati
nes dignit entem
fugiatem incti re
Authors Name

museum Bums Cover.indd 1

This colorful photographic gift book celebrates, compares,
contrasts, and comments upon the finest rear ends in museums
around the world—from the lusciously rendered bottoms of
Renaissance painting to the abstract curves of contemporary
art. Primarily focusing on the beautiful butts, there will be some
expanded captions and thoughtful sidebars where applicable.
Museum Bums invites readers to admire, appreciate, and have a
good laugh, all while learning a bit about art and history.

8/24/22 11:00 AM

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

CATFFIRMATIONS NOTES
20 Different Affirmation Notecards & Envelopes
Illustrated by Lim Heng Swee

This gorgeous assortment of twenty different blank notecards
features captivating illustrations of hidden cats accompanied by the
inspiring affirmations of wise and witty kitties. They’re perfect as a
gift set or to use for a “thinking of you” message, sending a heartfelt
note of gratitude, or simply sharing a mindful mantra with the cat
lovers in your life.
Notecards, $16.95, 111.1 x 141.3 x 39.7 mm, 20 cards with envelopes, Spring 2023

DETOURS
A Notebook for the Curious Traveler
By Kate Pocrass

This illustrated field guide is chock-full of ideas and prompts
encouraging you to deviate from your itinerary, explore with all
your senses, and capture often-overlooked details. Whether you’re
around the corner or across the globe, use these pages to create a
unique snapshot of your adventures! The notebook also includes a
pocket to stash odds and ends.
Journal, $14.95, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

MUSEUM BUMS NOTECARDS
By Mark Small and Jack Shoulder

From the lusciously rendered bottoms of Renaissance painting to the abstract curves of
contemporary art, these all-occasion notecards are a sight to behind behold! Send the finest rear
ends in museum history to friends and family, or even keep for yourself.
Notecards, $16.95, 111.1 x 141.3 x 39.7 mm, 20 cards, Fall 2023

WHAT’S BEHIND THE BLUE DOOR?
75 Creative Prompts to Inspire Writing
By WriteGirl

WriteGirl is a nationally recognized writing and mentoring
organization that helps underserved Los Angeles teens discover and
express their creative voices. The WriteGirl mission is to promote
creativity and self-expression to empower girls within a community
of women writers and raise up the voices of underrepresented and/
or vulnerable youth, including Black, Latinx, Asian/Pacific Islander,
Indigenous, nonbinary, LGBTQIA+, anyone with disabilities, and
many others who are part of the community they serve. This
journal will imbue the ethos of WriteGirl, guiding anyone who wants to become a better writer
through a series of prompts, exercises and encouraging reflections.
Journal, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 144 pages, Fall 2023

NEIGHBORHOOD APPRECIATION CARDS
WHY ARE WE INSIDE A CLOUD?
An Activity Journal to Ease Flight Anxiety
By Ariela Rudy Zaltzman and Cecilia Santini

Organized into three sections (Takeoff, In Flight, and Landing), this
illustrated journal features writing and drawing prompts, activities
like bingo and word search, and informative flight facts—all
designed to distract, amuse, and soothe your nerves throughout
your flight. Complete with a preflight checklist, flight log, and
plenty of space to doodle the stress away, Why Are We Inside a
Cloud? is a carry-on essential that you can use on multiple trips—
whether you’re a frequent flyer or the occasional traveler.

Illustrated by Megan Lynn Kott

Neighborhood Appreciation Cards is an easy way to connect
with your community and spread a little kindness. Choose from
25 notes to leave on your neighbor’s porch to make them smile
with cards like, “Keeping this many beautiful plants alive deserves
an award!” Or draw from the other 25 prompts to explore your neighborhood in a new light—
“Where is there an unexpected piece of art?” Complete with guide booklet, these cards will have
you falling in love with the community around you.
Novelty, $10.95, 69.9 x 101.6 mm, 50 cards, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2023

Journal, $14.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 192 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023
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CLASSIC HORROR ORACLE
Discover Truth and Inspiration in the Dark
By Ricardo Diseño

This unique and beautifully creepy oracle deck harnesses the
energies and dark truths revealed in iconic classic horror movies
to find guidance, discover inner resources, and be inspired. Each
of the fifty carefully selected films is represented by an evocative
mini-movie-poster-like illustration by celebrated artist Ricardo
Diseño, with an oracular theme for divination called out. Whether
it’s Nightmare on Elm Street (dreams), Night of the Living Dead
(hunger), Dracula (children of the night), Hereditary (family), or
many others, each card pulled by the seeker is given context and
meaning in imaginative and revealing text readings, featured in the
fully illustrated, 80-page accompanying booklet. With instructions for single and many variations
of multiple card readings, this timely and stylish celebration of horror—as the genre booms in
popularity—will satisfy deep fans and new adherents alike.
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 34.9 mm, 50 cards with 80-page booklet, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2023

MUSHROOM NOTES
Illustrated by Megan Lynn Kott

This set of all-occasion notecards features beloved artist Megan
Lynn Kott’s beautiful watercolor illustrations of mushrooms. Ten
designs repeated twice, for a total of twenty nature cards.

POT TAROT
By Peggy White

For thousands of years cannabis has been used to bring clarity,
inspiration, and a higher state of mind to those seeking guidance.
Now the wisdom of weed can guide you in your divination with the
help of Pot Tarot.
Deck, $19.95, 82.6 x 133.4 mm, 78 cards with 128-page booklet, Spring 2023

THE STORY ORACLE
A Creative Writing Tool to Inspire Your Plots and Beat Any
Writer’s Block
By Katherine Furman
Illustrations by Laia Albaladejo

Break writer’s block and find colorful, meaningful story inspiration
at every turn of the card! A creative twist on divination cards such
as tarot and oracle, The Story Oracle offers a deck of 78 unique
cards with bright, iconic illustrations and open-ended, multimeaning readings built to inspire storytelling. Just draw a card to
determine the next twist in your story (maybe “Follow that Car”
or “Misunderstanding”), shape the perfect character arc (such as “Pride,” “Guardian,” then
“Surprise Villain”) and much more. A lightly guided booklet offers potential readings for each
individual card, as well as card layouts that set up a variety of story conditions.
Deck, $19.95, 79.4 x 128.6 x 27 mm, 78 cards with 108-page booklet, Fall 2023

Notecards, $16.95, 111.1 x 141.3 x 39.7 mm, 20 cards with envelopes, full-color illustrations
throughout, Spring 2023

MUSHROOM SPOTTER’S DECK
A Field Guide to Fungi & Their Age-Old Wisdom
Illustrated by Megan Lynn Kott

Complete with 78 cards, each featuring a watercolor painting
of a mushroom on the front and an engaging description on the
back—including identifying characteristics, fun facts, and a dash
of mystical mushroom wisdom—this deck is an invitation to notice
and appreciate the mysterious world of fungi. An accompanying
booklet includes a brief introduction to mushrooms, a glossary of
terms, plus guidance on how to use the cards: Display them as art
or keep them on hand during your nature walks! Packaged in an
attractive, portable box, this playful and informative deck is a musthave for mushroom lovers of all varieties.
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 78 cards with 16-page booklet, full-color illustrations
throughout, Spring 2023

Illustrations by Laia Albaladejo from The Story Oracle
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THE CREATIVE BUSINESS HANDBOOK
Follow Your Passions and Be Your Own Boss
By Alicia Puig and Ekaterina Popova
Illustrations by Leila S. Hayes

Figuring out how to make a living from your creative work poses
unique challenges and obstacles. Creative Business Handbook lays
an essential foundation for anyone wanting to earn a living with their
art—no fancy business degree required! In addition to nuts-andbolts advice based on the authors’ real-life experiences, each chapter
of the book includes an interview with a creative entrepreneur from
a different background and craft and ends with action steps that will
help keep you on track. Written by creative business owners for creative business owners, this is
the perfect book for anyone with a vision who is ready to hit the ground running.
Paperback, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 256 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

NEW RULES NEXT WEEK
Corita Kent’s Legacy through the Eyes of
Twenty Artists and Writers
By Corita Kent

Known for her vibrant and powerful serigraphs, Corita Kent left an
equally important legacy through her teaching. In the late 1960s,
she and her students at the Immaculate Heart College developed
their Art Department Rules. From “Consider everything an
experiment” to “Be happy whenever you can manage it,” these ten
deceptively simple principles capture the magic of Kent’s approach
to creativity, culture, and activism. In this volume, ten writers and
ten artists look back at the rules and show us how vital and resonant they remain today.
Jacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 88 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

TEXT BY ANNE KAPPES, ESSAYS BY HILTON ALS AND DAVID BYRNE

DON’T CALL ME RETARD
By Anne Kappes, with essays by Hilton Als and David Byrne

Creativity Explored is a nonprofit organization that provides artists
with developmental disabilities with the means to create work and
share it with the wider community—engaging the power of art to
change lives. Vibrant and insightful, this book introduces readers to
topics important to Creativity Explored artists through hundreds
of their original artworks. Each work—some humorous and blunt,
others affecting and abstract—offers a visual entry point into
Don’t Call Me
person-centered thinking, a philosophy that recognizes the right of
Retard
individuals to make informed choices and take responsibility for the
associated risks. Published in conjunction with the organization’s
40th anniversary in 2023, and full of quotes, personal stories, and text provided by the artists
that grant readers deeper insight into the works and their creators, this book represents and
celebrates the artists of Creativity Explored, inviting readers to examine their own perceptions
of disability in ways both creative and provocative.
40 Topics Important to Creativity Explored Artists

Jacketed Hardcover, $30.00, 203.2 x 254 mm, 160 pages, Fall 2023
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THE ART OF RUTH E. CARTER
Costuming Black History and the Afro-Future, from Do the
Right Thing to Black Panther
By Ruth E. Carter

Ruth E. Carter is a living legend of costume design. For three
decades, she has shaped the story of the Black experience on
screen—from the ’80s streetwear of Do the Right Thing to the
royal regalia of Coming 2 America. Her work on Marvel’s Black
Panther not only brought Afrofuturism to the mainstream, but
also made her the first Black winner of an Oscar in costume design.
In 2021, she became the second-ever costume designer to receive
a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. In this definitive book, Carter shares anecdotes from
dressing the greats, and describes the passion for history that inspired her period pieces and her
journey into Afrofuturism. Carter’s wisdom and stories are paired with deluxe visuals, including
sketches, mood boards, and film stills. At its core, Carter’s oeuvre celebrates Black heroes and
sheroes, has brought the past to life, and helped us imagine a brighter future. This book is sure
to inspire the next generation of artists and storytellers.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $45.00, 203.2 x 279.4 mm, 224 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

YOUNG QUEER AMERICA
Real Stories and Faces of LGBTQ+ Youth
By Maxwell Poth

Photographer and activist Maxwell Poth has traveled all over the
United States, inviting LBGTQ+ youth to share their stories as part
of Project Contrast, a nonprofit that amplifies these voices and
connects kids and families with the resources they need to survive
and thrive. This book collects the stories and portraits of 75 queer
kids and teenagers from fifteen different states. In their own words,
these young people share the challenges they’ve faced coming out
or coming to terms with their own identities; they write about their
families, their schoolmates, their teachers, and the queer community they’ve found throughout
their journeys; and they offer messages of love and support to their LGBTQ+ peers. Featuring a
foreword by trans actress and model Isis King, this book sends a powerful message to the many
LGBTQ+ kids growing up who feel isolated: We see you, we love you, you are not alone.

FixingFlamingos_CVRwrap_Sales.indd 1

Paperback, $24.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 272 pages, full-color and black & white photographs throughout, Spring 2023

THE LEAGUE OF LADY POISONERS
Illustrated True Stories of Dangerous Women
By Lisa Perrin

In this sumptuously illustrated book, artist and author Lisa Perrin
explores the motives, methods, and mythology of women poisoners.
Whether they murdered their victims, or simply sold and profited
off their concoctions, these venomous vixens were not to be
crossed. Organized into thematic chapters, Lethal Vials and
Feminine Wiles delves into why these women killed, how they
pulled it off, and what their stories can tell us about the daily plight
of women throughout history and all over the globe.
Hardcover, $40.00, 203 x 280 mm, 224 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2023

FIXING FLAMINGOS
By Brian Rea

FIXING FLAMINGOS
And Other Brilliant Ideas I Probably Won’t Get Credit For

Part office satire and part homage to the boundless (and absurd)
power of imagination, Fixing Flamingos follows Abby, a dedicated
intern working in a small office in Heaven, who is tasked with
the thankless job of going through mountains of feedback forms.
An ambitious self-starter, Abby devotes herself to pondering the
sometimes good (and sometimes not-so-good) suggestions and
solving the small things for the betterment of all. Sure, she’s never
LUCIENNE BROWN & BRIAN REA
been given this much responsibility before—but she’s determined
to make her mark. Written with biting wit and oddball humor
by debut author Lucienne Brown and illustrated with style by Brain Rea, Fixing Flamingos
reminds us that a small change can make a big impact—often in the most unexpected (and
sometimes disastrous) ways.
8/26/22 12:17 PM

Paperback, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 240 pages, Fall 2023

SELF-LOVE CLUB
By Hyesu Lee

Finding the uniqueness that makes you you. Accepting yourself as
you are. Learning to embrace self-love. Spreading positivity and
hope. Communicating with vulnerability. Hyesu Lee has been on a
healing journey toward all of these states of being and she invites
you to come along with her. In her uniquely playful mix of comics
and illustrations, Hyesu shines a humorous and heartfelt light on
the small moments in life that help us turn towards optimism and
joy. This charming little book makes the perfect gift for that person
in your life you’d like to see join the self-love club, whether that’s a friend, a loved-one, or your
very own self.
Jacketed Hardcover, $18.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 170 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2023

Maxwell Poth from Young Queer America
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HOW TO BE A RULE-BREAKING LETTERER
A Guide to Making Perfectly Imperfect Art
By Huyen Dinh

This book is for anyone who’s felt the pressure of perfection. As a
schoolgirl in Vietnam and later in online lettering classes, Huyen
Dinh was always told to perfect her penmanship. Instead, she
started embracing her own imperfect style—with squiggly lines,
cheeky messages, and pastel colors. In this upbeat guidebook, Dinh
walks you through the basic rules of lettering and then teaches
you how to break them in clever and creative ways. She shares
challenges and triumphs from her own artistic journey and offers
inspiration as well as technical tips. You can use your new lettering skills to tell your personal
story, support a cause you care about, or decorate your tote bags and sneakers! Fully illustrated in
Dinh’s signature pastel palette, this book is the perfect companion for any aspiring creative.
Paperback, $19.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 168 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

MAGIC & MOONFLOWERS NOTEBOOK COLLECTION
By Katie Daisy

This trio of stitched notebooks each feature a unique, night-themed
illustration by beloved artist and How to Be a Moonflower author
Katie Daisy—each perfect for night owls to record all their moonlit
musings in.
Journal, $14.95, 152.4 x 215.9 mm, 64 pages per notebook, Spring 2023

TO ALL THE MOONFLOWERS NOTES
20 Different Notecards & Envelopes
By Katie Daisy

RULE-BREAKING LETTERER’S WORKBOOK
Prompts and Inspiration for Embracing Imperfection
By Huyen Dinh

The workbook for aspiring letterers who want to let go of
perfectionism and follow their dreams. This guided workbook
invites you to break the rules, embrace your ugly sketches, and
discover your own special lettering style. Along the way, Dinh
offers inspiration, encouragement, and tips. And once you’ve filled
this sketchbook, you can use your new lettering skills to tell your
personal story, support a cause you care about, or decorate your
tote bags and sneakers!
Coloring & Activity Book, $15.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

This beautiful blank notecard set by Katie Daisy features
twenty dreamy illustrations of nighttime natural wonders, from
constellations to night-blooming flowers.
Notecards, $16.95, 111.1 x 141.3 x 39.7 mm, 20 notecards with envelopes, Spring 2023

HOW TO BE A MOONFLOWER DECK
78 Ways to Let the Night Inspire You
By Katie Daisy

Each of the 78 cards feature Katie Daisy’s night-themed artwork
and a prompt to engage with the unique inspirational power of the
evening hours: An immersion in nature’s nighttime wonders—star
fields, night-blooming flowers, and more—this deck is a lovely gift
for those who thrive in the moonlight.
Deck, $19.95, 152.4 x 92.1 x 41.3 mm, 79 cards, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Illustrations by Huyen Dinh from How to Be a Rule-Breaking Letterer
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Illustrations by Katie Daisy from How To Be A Moonflower Deck
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By Dana Tanamachi

More than a daily diary: For those daunted by the idea of keeping
a journal or diary, the simple commitment of just One Line a Day is
manageable for everyone. This elegant new version of the classic One
Line a Day journal features an eye-catching floral design enhanced
by beautiful foil. This keepsake memory book invites you to capture
just a single quick line once a day over five years. As you write, the
layout allows you to see your highlights and reflections on the same
date in previous years. Uniquely rewarding, simple to complete, and
presented in an exquisitely sleek package, this gilded journal will
become a treasure trove of memories to cherish forever.

Mind Body Spirit

NOUVEAU ONE LINE A DAY
A Five-Year Memory Book

Journal, $16.95, 95.3 x 155.6 mm, 372 pages, Spring 2023

TIME TO DRAW DECK
45 Creative Exercises
By Annette Block

A regular drawing practice improves so much more than technique—
it also boosts your self-awareness and productivity. Serving up bitesize creative prompting in a convenient, display-worthy package, this
deck offers 45 inspiring exercises that encourage doodlers, sketchers,
and artists of all levels to develop a regular drawing habit. The cards
offer a mix of prompts to improve focus, practice skills, or break
through blocks and experiment. Keep the deck by your desk and pull
a card at random, choose a card every week for a year, or toss the
deck in a bag as screen-free entertainment for travel or group gatherings. Whether you’re just
starting your creative journey or you’re ready to shake up an existing drawing practice, these
activities will help you integrate the joys and benefits of drawing into your everyday life.
Deck, $19.95, 101.6 x 155.6 x 41.3 mm, 45 cards, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Illustrations by Annette Block from Time To Draw Deck
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Illustration by Madeline M. Martinez from Elemental25

Mind Body Spirit
THE POWER OF EMPATHY
Michael A. Tennant

By Michael Tennant

Daily
Ruminations

Empathy
as a Tool for
Transformation

Empathy expert and entrepreneur Michael Tennant—creator
of the widely acclaimed Actually Curious card games—weaves
the
together real examples and stories with informative yet accessible
of
explanations of the cognitive, emotional, and social impact of
empathy. This book offers a thirty-day program to build greater
self-awareness, manifest happiness, and extend grace to our
fellow humans. Marrying the increasingly urgent themes of mental
health and racial justice work, this book will empower activists,
organizers, leaders, parents, and all people looking to foster
meaningful connection in their important relationships to engage in dialogue grounded in trust
and possibility.

POWER

EMPATHY

page size:

DAILY RUMINATIONS
A Journal Inspired by Islamic Thought
By Tarek Elgawhary
Illustrated by Hena Khan

The Daily Ruminations journal is a guided, meditative space
to pause and reflect with the help and encouragement of Islamic
wisdom. Following an Islamic tradition in which each month is
NOT
FINAL
divided into thirds, this journal begins each third with one to two
A journal
key quotes, followed by daily prompt questions. With inspiring
inspired
by Islamic
quotes, thought-provoking prompts, and encouragement to
thought
organizational thinking, the journal is a wonderful way to pause
on a daily basis and reflect on themes like mercy, forgiveness, gratitude, mindfulness, humility,
patience, charity, perseverance, compassion, connectedness, nature, and more.
Tarek Elgawhary
and Hena Khan

Journal, $16.95, 127.0 x 177.8 mm, 420 pages, Fall 2023

Paperback, $22.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 240 pages, Fall 2023

ELEMENTAL
Nature-Inspired Rituals to Nourish Your Life

MINDFULNESS JOURNAL
Writing Rituals for Self-Discovery, Clarity, and Joy

By Andi Eaton

By Rohan Gunatillake and Lucy Gunatillake

Ancient humans had an intimate connection to nature—we lived by
the cycles of the sun and the moon, followed the flow of water when
determining where to settle, and planted and sowed according to
the shifts in seasons. The five elements—fire, earth, water, air, and
ether—reside in each of us and are the universe’s building blocks.
In this richly illustrated book, Andi Eaton explores the energy and
characteristics each of the five elements—fire, earth, water, air, and
ether—holds and teaches you how to incorporate a balance of each
into your daily wellness. Elemental is about reconnecting with yourself: what lights you up and
what leaves you feeling physically, emotionally, and spiritually balanced.

From the authors of the bestselling Mindfulness Cards, this
journal encourages a daily practice for calm and reflection. Discover
dozens of simple-to-follow journaling prompts based on proven
happiness habits—including awareness, kindness, gratitude,
connection, and more. Designed to encourage well-being, joy, and
self-discovery, Mindfulness Journal is an empowering tool for
finding balance and peace in everyday life.
Journal, $14.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 144 pages, Spring 2023

Unjacketed Hardcover, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 176 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

MINDFULNESS CARDS FOR THE FAMILY
Simple Practices for Connection, Joy, and Play
By Rohan Gunatillake and Lucy Gunatillake

From the authors of the bestselling Mindfulness Cards, this
deck of 65 simple exercises that feature short prompts to bring
family members together through practices designed to encourage
connection, gratitude, calm, and more. Brimming with bite-size
wisdom and engaging activities, this deck is the perfect accessory
for families to gather around together.
Deck, $16.95, 101.6 x 41.3 x 155.6 mm, 66 cards, Spring 2023

Illustration by Madeline M. Martinez from Elemental
Elemental_INT_2G.indd 6-7
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This
Journal
is
Your

THIS JOURNAL IS YOUR MOOD RING
Deepen Your Self-Understanding Using Color as Your Guide

THE NAP MINISTRY’S REST DECK
50 Practices to Resist Grind Culture

By Ilona Pamplona

By Tricia Hersey

In this rainbow of pages, discover what different colors represent
and how they can reflect, reinforce, and influence your emotions.
With thought-provoking prompts that encourage self-reflection and
inspiring affirmations that empower you to harness the magic of
color in your everyday life, This Journal Is Your Mood Ring will
lead you on a journey to your higher self.

The Nap Ministry’s Rest Deck is a rousing call to reclaim rest in
everyday life, combining restorative meditations with prescient
wisdom from celebrated activist Tricia Hersey, a.k.a. “the Nap
Bishop,” and founder of the Nap Ministry. Rooted in social justice
and imbued with spirituality, these cards offer short, accessible
practices designed to uplift anyone suffering from the toxic effects
of grind culture.

Journal, $16.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 198 pages, Spring 2023

Deck, $19.95, 101.6 x 41.3 x 155.6 mm, 50 cards with 8-page booklet, Spring 2023

AFFIRMATION CARDS
How We Heal through Self-Love, Joy, and Manifestation

POCKET THERAPY
A Deck of 70 Practices for Personal Growth

By Alexandra Elle
How We Heal
through Self-Love,
Joy, and Manifestation
ALEXANDRA ELLE

Affirmation Cards is a deck of 55 cards, each featuring an
uplifting affirmation on the front and a meditation practice on the
back. Organized into six categories—Self-Love, Personal Power,
Self-Trust, Letting Go, Boundaries, and Healing—these cards
are designed to help you tap into moments of peace, clarity, and
connection in your day-to-day life.
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 55 cards with 8-page booklet, Spring 2023

By Sana Isaac Powell

POCKET
THERAPY
NOT
FINAL

A DECK OF
70 PRACTICES
FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH

50+

practices
for peace

Sana Isaac Powell, MA, LPC

Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 70 cards with 16-page booklet, full-color typographic art
throughout, Fall 2023

LUMINOUS DREAMS DECK
Interpret the Magic and Meanings in Your Dreams
By Katie Huang
LEA REDMOND

This deck includes 65 cards organized into four sections: Symbols,
Emotions, Situations, and Sensations. Each card features a short
description to guide users as they decipher the meaning behind
common dream feelings, icons, and scenarios. With accessible
content and ethereal illustrations, the Luminous Dream Deck
empowers users to tap into their subconscious and intuition so that
they can reveal the hidden meaning of their dreams.
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 65 cards and booklet, Fall 2023

Pocket Therapy is a lovely, take-anywhere guide to practicing
self-care and prioritizing your mental health. From @curlytherapist
Sana Isaac Powell, MA, LPC, this deck includes 70 cards
organized into five categories—Relationships, Mindset, Emotions,
Mindfulness, and Self-Love. Each card ends with a clear takeaway,
such as a journal prompt, mindfulness exercise, or mantra, and a
booklet provides instructions for using the deck. A practical tool
for personal growth that can be used alone or alongside a therapy
practice, Pocket Therapy is a must-have for anyone who wants to
cultivate more mindfulness, joy, and inner peace.

NOT
FINAL

SELF-CARE PACKAGE
A Deck to Nourish Your Mind, Body & Spirit
By Lea Redmond

With 75 illustrated cards, each featuring a self-care prompt ranging
from simple or restful pursuits to more involved or introspective
activities, this deck encourages you to explore what you need to
feel nourished. An accompanying booklet offers suggestions on how
to interpret each prompt and different methods for pulling cards, making it fun to customize
your self-care practice.
75 ways to
nourish your
mind,body
& spirit

Deck, $16.95, 127.6 x 89.5 x 35.9 mm, 75 cards with 32-page booklet, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023
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Lifestyle

Lifestyle

SURFING
SAILING
SWIMMING
+ MORE!

WOMEN AND WATER
Stories of Adventure, Self-Discovery, and
Connection in and on the Water
By Gale Straub, Hailey Hirst, and Noël Russell

Stories of Adventure,
Self-Discovery, and Connection
in and on the Water

This inspiring collection combines breathtaking photography with
powerful narratives from women who swim, surf, kayak, study
glaciers, advocate for water conservation, carry forward their
ancestral fishing traditions, and more. Collected by the team at
She Explores, a media company and community that celebrates
and
women in the outdoors, these first-person stories explore themes
of independence, strength, healing, and self-discovery in nature.
Helpful how-tos on everything from cold water swimming to taking underwater photos are
interspersed throughout the book, making it easy for readers to get outside and get their feet
wet. The result is a joyful tribute to the strength women exude in and on the water.

women
water
From the team behi nd

SHE EXPLORES

G A L E S T R AU B, H A I L E Y H I R S T, A N D N O Ë L R U S S E L L

Unjacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 240 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

Like your perverted cousin, Glen.”

“If you want my advice,
you have too many kids.”

From the author of Men to Avoid in Art and Life
and Friends to Keep in Art and Life comes Parenting
Advice to Ignore in Art and Life, a collection of
all-too-familiar pieces of unsolicited tips parents
receive. Nicole Tersigni pairs fine art with funny
captions to commemorate the universal parenting
experience of being inundated with not-so-expert
opinions on how tremendously horrible
your child-rearing skills are. Exploring
the 5 most common culprits of giving
unprompted bad advice, Strangers, Your
Family, Other Parents, Professionals,
and Your Kids, this book will make the
perfect gift for new parents seeking
much-needed humor in the midst of
navigating complete and utter chaos.

$14.95 U.S./£10.99 U.K.

Parenting Advice to Ignore in Art and Life

going to grow up obsessed with boobs.

PARENTING ADVICE TO IGNORE IN ART AND LIFE

Tersigni

“If you don’t use a bottle that baby is

Parenting Advice

By Nicole Tersigni

Following in the tradition of her Art and Life collection, Nicole
Tersigni’s next project will pair fine art with funny captions
in Art
to commemorate the universal parenting experience of being
and Life
inundated with not-so-expert opinions on how tremendously
horrible your child-rearing skills are. Exploring the 5 most common
culprits of giving unprompted bad advice, Strangers, Your Family,
Other Parents, Professionals, and Your Kids, this book will make the perfect gift for new parents
seeking much-needed humor in the midst of navigating complete and utter chaos.
to Ignore

by Nicole Tersigni

Foreword by Sara Benincasa

Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 96 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2023

FLOWERS FOR ALL
Modern Floral Arrangements for Beauty, Joy, and
Mindfulness Every Day
By Susan McLeary

Celebrated floral designer Susan McLeary invites you to live a
flower-filled life with botanical arrangements that encourage joy
and connection. Driven by the belief that flowers should be enjoyed
by everyone, McLeary does away with fussy ingredient lists and
impossible-to-find botanicals. Here, she reveals the secrets to
making striking, joyful floral displays using just a few ingredients.
With sections on design techniques, flower care, vessel selection,
and simple-to-follow instructions for each design, you’ll be empowered to make magnificent
arrangements at home—whether you buy your flowers at the local grocery store or cut them
from your own garden.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $22.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 172 pages, Spring 2023
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GET

LIT

GET LIT
A Guide to Loving and Living with Candles

POCKET NATURE SERIES: BEACHCOMBING
Cultivate Mindful Moments by the Shore

By Kudzi Chikumbu

By Sadie Small

Get Lit is a beautifully designed, merchy guide to loving and living
with candles by Kudzi Chikumbu, a prolific candle influencer
known as Sir Candle Man on Instagram and TikTok. From big box
offerings to bougier high-end brands, Kudzi extolls the virtues of
using candles to enhance your life. Three sections cater to candle
lovers of all experience levels.

Discover surprising facts about shoreline treasures—including
abalone, sand dollars, sea stars, and wrack—as well as simple ways
to center yourself in a place of stillness. With calming meditations
that connect you to the sounds, smells, and textures of the coast,
Beachcombing makes it easy to enjoy quiet, contemplative moments
by the water.

Jacketed Hardcover, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 160 pages, Fall 2023

Unjacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, 128 pages, two-color illustrations throughout,
Spring 2023

MOON GARDEN

POCKET NATURE SERIES: MUSHROOM HUNTING

By Jarema Osofsky

Moon gardens are gardens that come alive at night, with plants
that reflect moonlight, attract nocturnal creatures, and release
scent after sundown. Though beautiful during the day, they’re best
experienced in the evenings—perfect for anyone who works from
9 to 5 and wants to spend time in their garden after a long day.
Alongside lush illustrations, readers will find horticultural tips and
design how-tos for creating a calming, rejuvenating space, as well
as soothing rituals to enjoy in their moon garden, such as journaling
and meditation. At once practical and inspiring, and filled with stunning visuals, Moon Garden
encourages readers to approach gardening as a grounding, spiritual practice that nourishes the
self and the Earth.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 176 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2023

By Emily Han and Gregory Han

This take-anywhere guide is the perfect thing to toss in a backpack
and bring on a mushroom hunt. Included are profiles of 16 common
fungi, tips for going foraging, shroom-inspired rituals such as brewing
mushroom tea, and musings on what we can learn from these
incredible specimens. This isn’t a guide to foraging mushrooms for
consumption; rather, it is a general guide to learning about all kinds of
mushrooms and using mushroom hunts as an easy way to spend time
in the great outdoors.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, 128 pages, two-color illustrations throughout,
Fall 2023

POCKET NATURE SERIES: STARGAZING
By Swapna Krishna

WISDOM OF THE WILD
Life Lessons from Nature
By Sheri Mabry

Wisdom of the Wild encourages readers, whether dwelling deep in
the city or in the heart of suburbia, to consider what we can learn from
plants and animals, both big and small. Life on this planet contains
philosophical lessons far and wide that provide insight and a deeper
connection to our spiritual selves. Through fascinating tidbits, soothing
guided exercises, and grounding affirmations, this illuminating book
demonstrates how integrating nature’s powerful wisdom into daily life
can align our inner and outer worlds to cultivate peace, balance, and harmony.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 144 pages, Spring 2023

In a cool palette with celestial illustrations, learn about features of the
night sky, from the Milky Way to the planets in our solar system, read
a brief history of stargazing in cultures around the world, and discover
notable constellations to observe in the northern hemisphere. With
contemplative meditations on the vastness of the universe, the beauty
of the moon, the ubiquity of stardust, and more, this pocket-size
guide to the cosmos has everything you need to better understand
and appreciate the night sky.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, 128 pages, two-color illustrations throughout,
Fall 2023

POCKET NATURE SERIES: SUNSET SEEKING
Find Inspiration in the Beauty of the Sun’s Cycle
By Hannah Seo

Sunsets serve as daily reminders that breathtaking beauty exists in this
world—we just have to notice it. With Sunset Seeking, you will learn
what makes sunsets colorful and the atmospheric factors that influence
them, discover folklore about the sun and its power from different places
and times, and consider how the sun’s cycle affects our well-being. With
a deeper understanding of sunsets comes a deeper appreciation—let
this pocket guide illuminate the wonders of this daily phenomenon.
Illustration by Katherine Lam from Wisdom of the Wild
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Unjacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, 112 pages, two-color illustrations throughout,
Spring 2023
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SOCKS
A Footloose Miscellany for Sock Lovers and Wearers

SPARK ADVENTURE JOURNAL
A Journal for Trailblazers and Wanderers

By Wendi Aarons
llustrated by Kadna Anda

Let adventure lead the way and capture it all in these pages!
Peppered with inspiring prompts and artwork throughout its pages,
this journal will encourage you to explore and take adventurous
paths as you record and reflect. With an exterior that shines with
gilded page edges and foil stamping all over, this journal is as
handsome as it is inspiring.

Amusing and highly giftable, Socks is an illustrated miscellany all
about the most common accessory. Through humorous text and
quirky art, discover what different types of socks say about the
people who wear them. Also included are important things such
as musings from the Sock Monkey, a timeline of famous socks
throughout history, and postcards from your lost socks.

SOCKS
A Footloose Miscellany
for Sock Lovers
and Wearers

Coloring & Activity Book, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 176 pages, Spring 2023

Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 127 x 209.6 mm, 104 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
Spring 2023
WENDI AARONS

SPARK CELEBRATION
50 Ways to Party and Play

Illustrated by KADNA ANDA

Part of the hit Spark series, this shimmering faux matchbox is
filled with 50 prompts for simple celebrations that will transform
the mundane into magic. Fill a room with balloons, have ice cream
for breakfast, throw a dance party in your pajamas, or go on a
spontaneous adventure. Brimming with fresh and fun ways to treat
yourself, this new addition to the popular series is a perfect gift for
friends or loved ones whenever festivity is in order.

COURAGEOUS DISCOMFORT JOURNAL
By Shanterra McBride and Rosalind Wiseman

NOT
FINAL

A Journal
for Reflections
on Race

In these lined pages, authors (and best friends) Shanterra McBride,
who is Black, and Rosalind Wiseman, who is white, discuss their
own friendship and tap into their decades of anti-racism work to
provide a year’s worth of journaling prompts and space to help you
reflect on your own journey. The authors provide personal stories
and invitations to think more deeply on one engaging theme each
week and lists of action items to take your anti-racism work further.
Journal, $16.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 176 pages, Fall 2023

COURAGEOUS DISCOMFORT DECK
NOT
FINAL

COURAGEOUS

DISCOMFORT
A Deck for
Important
Conversations
about
Race
and
Racism

Shanterra McBride & Rosalind Wiseman

By Shanterra McBride and Rosalind Wiseman

Many people struggle to have honest conversations about race, even
those who consider themselves allies or identify as anti-racist. For
anyone who wants to have better, more productive discussions,
Courageous Discomfort Deck is an empowering way to start, based
on the book of the same name that helps guide you to have honest
conversations about race and reflect on your own anti-racist work.
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 78 cards, Fall 2023

Novelty, $12.95, 68.3 x 127 x 34.1 mm, 50 one-color faux matchsticks, Spring 2023

It
All
Goes
By
So
Fast

IT ALL GOES BY SO FAST
60+

with

milestone

stickers

By Dawn Dais

Funny, sarcastic, and just the right amount of sweet, this baby
journal celebrates all the weird and wonderful moments in pregnancy
and the baby’s first year that are worth remembering. Each themed
page has lots of space for quickly jotting down answers to irrelevant
prompts and general musings. Included are over 60 stickers that you
(Except Maybe This Part)
can use for a goofy milestone picture. Pregnancy and the first year of
a baby’s life is hard and amazing and exhausting, and this journal is
here to celebrate and remember it all.
A Pregnancy

and Baby Journal
for Celebrating

Every Beautifully
Weird Moment

DAWN DAIS

Journal, $19.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 112 pages, Fall 2023

LUCKY TICKETS FOR KIDS
12 Gift Coupons

The 12 shining tickets inside this booklet are a kid’s dream come
true, each redeemable for a fun surprise like dessert for breakfast
or an escape from chores for a day. Each ticket is decked out with
the magic of gold foil, and there’s even a blank ticket to customize with a personalized gift. Easy
to slip into a card, lunchbox, or pocket, these gilded tickets are a perfect way to make kids feel
special on any occasion.
Novelty, $9.95, 171.5 x 101.6 mm, 12 perforated tickets, Spring 2023
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SEXOLOGY DECK
By Kanica Saphan

This sumptuously illustrated deck invites users to enhance their
existing relationship through deep conversation, romantic date
nights, and bedroom activities. Rather than focusing exclusively
on sex, this deck takes a holistic approach to relationship wellness.
Written by a professional sexologist and couples therapist, each
card includes an explanation as to why that particular activity is
valuable and how it will bring you closer as a couple. The engaging
content is perfect for newish and longtime couples alike, and an
accompanying booklet provides helpful context.
Deck, $19.95, 152.4 x 92.1 x 41.3 mm, 60 cards with 16-page booklet, Fall 2023

NAIL ART DECK
Tips, Techniques, and 30 Designs
By Hang Nguyen

Nail Art Deck teaches users how to easily create their own fun,
distinctive nail art. Famed nail artist Hang Nguyen shares tips and
techniques for nail prep and painting, plus 30 all-level designs
that range from flowers to celestial patterns, holiday motifs, and
more, so there’s something for every occasion and mood. An
accompanying booklet features a QR code that links to exclusive
how-to videos (perfect for fans of Hang’s digital content!).
Deck, $19.95, 92.1 x 152.4 x 41.3 mm, 30 cards with 16-page booklet, Spring 2023

NailArtDeck-Cards_OP.indd 29
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Charlotte Garner, photo styling by Hang Nguyen from Nail Art Deck

Photograph by Gentl and Hyers from Bright Cooking
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SNOOP PRESENTS: THE GOON WITH A SPOON

100 MORNING TREATS

By Snoop Dogg with E-40

By Sarah Kieffer

Following the breakout success of his first cookbook, From Crook
to Cook, Snoop Dogg returns with this new collection of recipes
in collaboration with his friend and iconic rapper E-40. Drawing
inspiration from both rappers’ musical catalogs, Snoop’s VH1 show
with Martha Stewart, and E-40’s Filipino food business, Lumpia,
here are 65+ crowd-pleasing dishes that range from drinks to main
courses to desserts. A number of Snoop and E-40’s well-known
industry pals appear in recipe headnotes and in sidebar stories
about their most epic dinner parties and nights out. Seriously entertaining, this next-level
cookbook is the follow-up that fans are waiting for.
Jacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 192 pages, Fall 2023

From Sarah Kieffer, the beloved baker behind the bestselling 100
Cookies and Baking for the Holidays, and the popular Vanilla
Bean Blog, here are 100 recipes for perfect starts to the day. These
baking projects will bring delight to your family breakfast, a Sunday
brunch or bake sale, a morning at the office, or your kid’s soccer
practice. Whatever your preference alongside your morning cup
of coffee or tea, you’ll find a recipe for it here. Filled with more
than 120 inspiring photographs, including how-tos for doughs and
shaping, and instructions for prepping the night before and baking in the morning, 100 Morning
Treats is truly a book for all bakers and a must-have for lovers of 100 Cookies and Sarah’s
inventive recipes.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $27.50, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 304 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

THESE VEGETABLES ARE WHAT YOU NEED
Recipes + Techniques + Plant Science for Big-Flavored,
Vegetable-Centered Meals
By Nik Sharma

BRIGHT

BRIGHT COOKING
By Camille Becerra

For the past several years, Camille Becerra has been one of the
most quietly influential chefs around. Her style on and off the plate
has earned her a cult following. As a pioneer of the “healthy chic”
food movement, Camille believes good food should follow three
ideals: it should look beautiful; it should have dimensions of flavor;
it should make you feel good after eating it. In Bright Cooking,
her highly anticipated first cookbook, she espouses these tenets
through simple, healthful superfood recipes with big flavor and a
sense of playfulness. As she combines ingredients in uncommon but
uncomplicated ways, she teaches home cooks new ways of cooking and thinking about food.
NOT
FINAL

Combining the scientific philosophy of The Flavor Equation
with the inviting and personal recipes of Season, this book closely
analyzes over 50 vegetables, revealing their origins, biology, and
unique characteristics, resulting in a recipe collection of flavors and
techniques that are tried, true, and perfected by rigorous testing and
a deep scientific lens. Featuring more than 100 of Nik’s gorgeous and
evocative photographs and instructive illustrations, this cookbook
perfectly balances beauty, intellect, and delicious food.
Jacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 203.2 x 254 mm, 288 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

Crisp,

Simple,

Nourishing
Recipes
for

Eating
Well

COOKING
CAMILLE BECERRA

Jacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 203.2 x 279.4 mm, 256 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

RECIPE FOR DISASTER
40 Superstar Stories of Sustenance and Survival

CHILE

By Alison Riley

Discover how getting dumped led to author Samantha Irby’s
Rejection Chicken. Comedian Sarah Silverman tells of the power of
the humble Pinwheel cookie that got her through bouts of crippling
childhood depression. Culinary legend Alice Waters reflects on how
a perfectly dressed salad has carried her and her chosen family
through loneliness and uncertainty. Here are 40 recipes—some
traditional, some unconventional—that commemorate the low
points with the same culinary conviction with which we celebrate
the highs. Part cookbook, part candid confessions, this book of good food for bad times reminds
us that even the worst of days yields something worth sharing.
Jacketed Hardcover, $27.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 176 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023
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CHILI CRISP
By James Park

Chili crisp is a magical sauce that tingles with heat, crunches with
fried garlic and onions, and slicks any food with oily goodness. It
works with so many of the foods you love, which is why it’s both
a foodie obsession and secret weapon for adding spice and depth
of flavor to any meal. James Park, food writer and deep chili crisp
devotee, taps into his own culinary background, from growing up
C RIS P
in Korea to moving to the United States and exploring the diverse
immigrant foodways, to create this love letter to his favorite
ingredient in over 50 recipes. These approachable and adaptable recipes could fill your whole
day with chili crisp. Soon all your family and friends will be clamoring for a jar.
NOT
FINAL

Jacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023
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EVERYDAY SOUPS

PIECEMEAL

By Shelly Westerhausen Worcel

By Kathryn Pauline

From Shelly Westerhausen Worcel, beloved author of the
bestselling Platters and Boards, Everyday Soups is a versatile
collection of 100 go-to soup recipes for any night of the week.
The book includes 30+ easy base recipes for delicious vegetarian
soups; tips for batching, serving, storing, and freezing soups; plus
tons of creative ideas for updating those soups with a new spin or
transforming them into a totally new dish. The soups are organized
into sections on Legumes, Noodles, Veg, and Everything Else, and a
bonus section includes soup accompaniments like quick breads and salads to round out the meal.
Jacketed Hardcover, $32.50, 184.2 x 254 mm, 288 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

ISLAS
Cuisines of Resilience
By Von Diaz

The islands spanning Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans are
remarkable places, sharing dozens of ingredients and cooking
techniques, including marinating, fermenting, deep-frying, smoking,
and in-ground roasting. Bold flavors drip from the edges of each
dish—tastes that represent stories of resistance, persistence, and
wisdom passed down from generation to generation. This narrative
cookbook by writer, documentary producer, and author Von Diaz,
travels across oceans and nations to uplift the shared ancestral cooking techniques of these
islands in more than 125 recipes, including intimate profiles of the historical context of each
technique, stories from islanders, and step-by-step guides for recreating them at home. Islas is
about preserving the wisdom, values, and resilience of the people who live in some of the most
volatile, vulnerable places on this planet. Each recipe, an archive of strategies for persistence,
creativity, and ingenuity, provides a path for cooking delicious food. But above all, these stories
and recipes acknowledge that cooking delicious food for others is always a selfless act. Cooks are
givers, always.
Jacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 203.2 x 254 mm, 304 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

MIND OVER BATTER
75 Recipes for Baking as Therapy
By Jack Hazan

A self-care cookbook for using baking as therapy from licensed
therapist and master baker Jack Hazan, with simple, therapeutic
recipes. You may not realize it, but many essential therapeutic
techniques can be accessed right in your own kitchen. In Mind
over Batter, Jack guides you through 75 simple, healing recipes
that can help you tap into whatever you might be going through
that day. Inspired by the Syrian and Middle Eastern baked goods
he grew up with, along with his take on classic desserts, recipes
are organized into themed chapters based on common life moments and needs. Throughout
each chapter are invaluable exercises and “quick sessions” that connect baking processes to the
evidence-based therapy tools Jack uses in his practice every day.

Piecemeal is the natural follow-up to A Dish for All Seasons,
from recipe developer, photographer, and blogger Kathryn
Pauline. Capitalizing on a home cook’s desire to achieve maximum
deliciousness with minimum effort, this strategy-based cookbook
book features recipes for 30 transformational components—
grilled corn, carnitas, tzatziki, roasted grapes—each used in 3
different ways (in 3 additional recipes), for a total of 200 recipes
and variations. Each component was selected for maximum
performance: It’s flavorful, storable, versatile, and can stand alone or be used in various ways.
This cookbook presents a way for cooks to create a flexible repertoire of meals without doing a
ton of work at one time.
Jacketed Hardcover, $32.50, 184.2 x 254 mm, 288 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

PULP
A Practical Guide to Cooking with Fruit
By Abra Berens

Pulp is a hardworking book of recipes that focuses on all the ways
fruit can enhance simple, delicious mains. Pulp is about regularly
incorporating fruit to add variety and seasonality to main dishes.
The book also features helpful reference material, a Baker’s Toolkit,
and more than 100 atmospheric photos, delivered with the author’s
helpful can-do attitude. This generous offering from beloved,
trusted author Abra Berens is a necessary addition to any kitchen
shelf alongside mainstays Plenty and Small Victories.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 177.8 x 241.3 mm, 432 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

STUFFED
The Sandwich Cookie Book
By Heather Mubarak

Ice cream sandwiches, whoopie pies, macarons, homemade Oreos—
this irresistible baking book has recipes for all these delicious
sandwich cookies and plenty more. From Browned Butter Blondie
blog creator Heather Mubarak, Stuffed features 65 mix-and-match
cookie sandwiches for every occasion and craving, including
both sweet and savory bakes that range from childhood classics
with a twist to sophisticated, party-ready treats. A whole chapter
dedicated to swirly buttercreams, smooth ganaches, fruity jams, and
more lets you experiment with different cookie-filling pairings to your heart’s content. Or leave
out the filling altogether for a super simple bake—the possibilities are endless! Home bakers of
all levels will appreciate the flexible, choose-your-own-adventure format, while fans of Snacking
Cakes, Dessert Person, and 100 Cookies will delight in a new trove of crave-worthy recipes.
Unjacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 184.2 x 235 mm, 272 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 184.2 x 235 mm, 272 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023
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By Maureen Petrosky

Learning about wine should be fun and is easy to do, if you have a
few key things: wine (of course), an opener, a few friends, and this
book. That’s your Wine Club! Each month, discover the key elements
of a specific style of wine or varietal, from Cabernet Sauvignon in
January to Bubbly in December, including taste-testing tips, history,
and tasty throw-together or make-ahead bites that pair beautifully
with whatever you’re pouring. So uncork (or twist the top off of) a
bottle, pour yourself a glass, and join us in the best club of all: Wine Club!
Jacketed Hardcover, $27.50, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 192 pages, Spring 2023

Chronicle Prism

WINE CLUB
A Year of Swirling, Sipping, and Pairing with Friends

ZINGERMAN’S EVERY DAY CELEBRATE
By Amy Emberling and Frank Carollo

From the well-known and beloved Zingerman’s Bakehouse and mailorder, here are 75 fun, doable recipes for celebrating all the major and
minor holidays they’re known for marking. All of this richness and
attention to detail will appeal to home bakers, fans of Zingerman’s,
or anyone looking to bring more joy and fun into their kitchen. This
cookbook celebrates a wide range of big and small holidays with a
variety of baking and cooking recipes, from cookies and cakes to soups
and cookies. The fun, wacky spirit of this popular destination and mailorder behemouth—their stores, goods, catalogs, and websites—imbues this cookbook. Dedicated
bakers will be attracted to the book’s fun illustrations, wonderful recipes, and entertaining narrative.
Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 203.2 x 254 mm, 288 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

DELICIOUS DAYDREAMS: A SEEK-AND-FIND FOR FOODIES
By Dingding Hu

Go on a tasty adventure with a group of food-obsessed friends as
they dream up fantastic culinary destinations, from an egg-cellent art
studio to a pizza party in space. Look out for hidden snacks and hatwearing corgis along the way.
Coloring & Activity Book, $16.95, 228.6 x 304.8 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
Spring 2023

VERY MERRY COCKTAILS DECK
50 Festive Drink Recipes

With 20 brand new drinks plus 30 best-loved recipes, this foilstamped box makes a super gifty little package, perfect for stuffing
in a stocking. Each card features a seasonal drink recipe and
accompanying photo, and a helpful booklet includes tips for stocking
your bar, garnishing your drinks, and more. Perfect for cocktail
enthusiasts, hostesses, and merrymakers, the Very Merry Cocktails
Deck is sure to get even the grinchiest grinch in the holiday spirit.
Deck, $19.95, 152.4 x 92.1 x 41.3 mm, 50 cards with 32-page booklet, full-color photographs
throughout, Fall 2023
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Illustration by Kelley Galbreath from Aligning Your Planets43

Chronicle Prism
FIND YOURSELF AT HOME
A Conscious Approach to Shaping Your Space and Your Life
By Emily Grosvenor

ALIGNING YOUR PLANETS
An Astrological Journal for Self-Reflection, Growth, and
Balance
By Alice Sparkly Kat

In Find Yourself at Home, award-winning magazine editor and
certified Feng Shui consultant Emily Grosvenor invites us to a reality
where our homes hold limitless opportunities to create meaning,
shape behavior, and inspire action. Drawing on ancient wisdom
and modern science and filled with examples from the author’s
groundbreaking research and work with clients, Find Yourself at
Home is a fresh, smart, and inspiring lifestyle book that shows you
how to change the messages you are telling yourself in your home.
Divided into chapters by aspiration—such as attraction, creativity, purpose, partnership, focus, and
connection—Find Yourself at Home presents a new way to collaborate with where you live, carry
your purpose out in a changing world, and create the perfect home where you can thrive.

Astrology has long guided humanity and told stories about our
future, past, and potential in life. In Aligning Your Planets, Alice
Sparkly Kat’s six years of client work in guiding people to feeling
safe in their bodies, relationships, and world form the basis for
a beautiful and accessible journal. The journal is divided into
different planetary alignments that will guide readers through: how
to say no; social anxiety and shyness; accepting compliments and
accountability; finding physical and sexual safety; standing up for yourself; following your genius;
supporting your integrity; and more. Take a step into yourself and let the planets and stars guide
you to truly prioritize your healing and aspirations with this gorgeously designed journal.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $21.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 224 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Journal, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

MOVE BY MOVE
Writings on Chess & Life
By Maurice Ashley

This handsome gift book by legendary chess player Maurice Ashley
tells the story of his rise to become the first Black chess grandmaster,
and along the way, illuminates why chess is such an enduring and
beloved game across cultures and generations. Ashley weaves
insights gained from his unique experiences playing the greatest
players in the world with questions and answers for audiences from
the chess-aspirational to the chess-savvy: What should I know in
a game of street chess? What is “thinking backwards” in chess and how is it applicable in other
situations? And more. The result is a book that will deepen your understanding of this ancient
game, broaden your knowledge of chess in high and low culture, and maybe, just maybe, give you
enough wisdom to win your next game.
Jacketed Hardcover, $22.95, 127 x 190.5 mm, 176 pages, Fall 2023

WELLNESS WARDROBE
Reclaim Your Closet and Rediscover the Joy of Getting
Dressed

THE REALEST ORACLE DECK
Finding Magic in the Mundane
53 Authentic Cards and Guidebook
By Kendra Austin
Illustrated by Bria Benjamin

Everything is spiritual. Your spirituality may not show up as voices
in your head, flashing lights, or dancing orbs. It might show up as
small nudges. The magic of your life is not about the crystals, the
candles, or the typical “crystal bitch” stuff. It’s you. The Realest
Oracle is a 53-card deck for learning how to trust your internal
guidance and unleash the magic inside of you. Each card reflects
the minutiae of daily life—crying on the train, building furniture,
cruising on dating apps—things we discount as insignificant. The
deck is accompanied by a full-color, 120-page guidebook that
explores the meaning behind each card and how best to use the
deck in your daily life. The Realest Oracle will teach you how each choice we make to create,
connect, love, and grieve is all part of the journey and the next step towards our destiny through
beautifully illustrated cards that bring design to the divine.
Deck, $21.95, 82.6 x 133.4 mm, 53 cards with 120-page guidebook; full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

By Allison Bornstein

Fashion is wellness in this guide to making dressing a ritual designed
to bring us more self-love, joy, and calm. Wellness Wardrobe teaches
us to love our wardrobes again, break free of the wardrobe struggles
that keep us from enjoying getting dressed, and how fashion can
be a tool for self-discovery and self-care. Allison Bornstein is a
professional stylist who made a name for herself styling celebrities.
Now, with her proven method she has used with hundreds of women,
she will show you how to find your personal style, curate your closet, and overcome common
wardrobe struggles. Wellness Wardrobe will inspire you to make getting dressed a sacred time for
personal reflection and self-exploration, and to create a closet that is a safe and inspiring space—
so you can bring the joy back into dressing.
Paperback, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 192 pages, Fall 2023
44
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Chronicle Chroma
LIVABLE LUXE
By Brigette Romanek

Livable Luxe is the first monograph on acclaimed Los Angeles
based interior designer Brigette Romanek. This aspirational
collection of Brigette’s distinctive interiors will include projects she
has envisioned for clients and friends such as Gwyneth Paltrow,
Ariana Grande, Beyoncé and Jay Z, Demi Moore, Misty Copeland
and others. This book will live up to its name in terms of packaging
and design, while showcasing large full bleed spreads of artful
images by noted architectural photographers. The book will also
include details of furniture, lighting, color and materials. Brigette’s aesthetic blends both the
high end and the accessible, creating a decidedly laid back, and livable elegance. Luxurious yet
casual homes from Montecito, to New York, to Italy will be included here, as well as a selection of
commercial projects, furniture, and lighting designs. Additionally, a forward by one of her wellknown clients will be featured here.
Jacketed Hardcover, $50.00, 228.6 x 304.8 mm, 308 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2023

DESIGN DREAMS
Virtual Interior and Architectural Environments
By Maison de Sable

CGI has long been associated with the film industry, but is now
also an ideal visualization tool for designers and architects creating
the ultimate “what if” design scenarios. Design Dreams highlights
the work of designers and 3-D render artists around the globe who
visualize utopian architectural and interior designs set in dreamlike
and futuristic environments. This compilation book is curated by
London-based designer Charlotte Taylor, whose Instagram account
@maison_du_sable features many of her own collaborations with
render artists as well as those of her contemporaries. It has become the most followed Instagram
account of this genre. The featured designs elevate a high-end, modern aesthetic that blurs the
line between reality and fantasy in a digital world, one in which building and budget constraints
do not impede the imagination of the creators.
Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 203.2 x 254.0 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

Style Legends, Rebels, and Visionaries
By Bijou Karman

Style Legends, Rebels, and Visionaries is an illustrated collection
of 50 of the most influential style icons. Featuring a range of
recognizable luminaries—from Audrey Hepburn to Harry Styles,
from Grace Kelly to Rihanna, from Diana Ross to Timothée
Chalamet, from David Bowie to Yayoi Kusama—this vibrant
collection celebrates the distinct sensibility of each.
Jacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 228.6 x 304.8 mm, 240 pages, full-color photographs throughout,
Spring 2023
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Photograph by Doan Ly from Still Life
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By Doan Ly

Still Life is a photographic celebration of the work of New York
City–based florist, artist, and photographer Doan Ly. Through her
studio, a.p. bio, Ly focuses on elevating floral design to art. While
Ly’s stunning photographs of her floral vignettes are reminiscent of
old masters’ paintings, her playful and innovative use of color and
lighting are decidedly contemporary.

PA Press

STILL LIFE

Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 228.6 x 304.8 mm, 240 pages, full-color photographs throughout,
Spring 2023

LOCALS ONLY: 30 POSTERS
By Hugh Holland

Locals Only is a deluxe book of 30 removable and frameable
posters by legendary skateboard photographer Hugh Holland.
Throughout the 1970s, Holland documented not only the nascent
sport that originated in Southern California, but also the style,
grace, and athleticism of the teenagers themselves. During the
mid-1970s, Southern California was experiencing a serious drought,
leaving an abundance of empty swimming pools available for
trespassing skateboarders to practice their tricks on. From these
suburban backyard haunts to the asphalt streets that connected
them, L.A. was the place that created the legendary Dogtown and Z-Boys skateboarders.
Holland’s photographs document these sidewalk surfers on the streets of Los Angeles, parts of
the San Fernando Valley, Venice Beach, and as far away as San Francisco and Baja California,
Mexico. With their requisite bleached-blond hair, tanned bodies, tube socks, and Vans sneakers,
these young outsiders are masterfully captured against a sometimes harsh but always sunny
Southern California landscape.
Paperback, $29.95, 279.4 x 355.6 mm, 66 pages, full-color posters, Spring 2023
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HOW TO BE A DESIGN STUDENT
(AND HOW TO TEACH THEM)
By Mitch Goldstein

Life as a design student is filled with questions. Rochester Institute
of Technology Associate Professor of Design Mitch Goldstein has
many answers, shared in clear, clever, and sage advice that is
helpful for students at any level of their education, as well as anyone
thinking about attending design school and wondering what it’s
really all about. Drawing on 16 years of teaching design and his
popular “Dear Design Student” Twitter project, Goldstein explores
all aspects of how to get the most out of the school experience
and beyond as a creative professional. Covering a range of topics
from collaboration and critiques to practice and process, this is
an inspiring roadmap for design students as well as a valuable guide for design professors to
help them understand how to shape curriculum from a student’s perspective and better the
collaborative experience.
Paperback, $25.95, 139.7 x 203.2 mm, 176 pages, full-color infographics throughout, Spring 2023

WHY YOU’LL NEVER FIND THE ONE
And Why It Doesn’t Matter
By Sarah Akinterinwa

This illustrated dating guide by cartoonist Sarah Akinterinwa,
rooted in her experiences as a Black woman in her late twenties,
encourages readers to be introspective, honest, and practical in
their love lives. Through vignettes with scenes from modern dating,
the book’s main character, a Black woman in her mid-twenties,
walks the reader through the ins and outs of being single, defining
what you want in a partner, navigating dating apps, the value
of therapy, contending with family expectations, and remaining
optimistic about finding a relationship that’s right for you. The
stories, practices, and tips in this guide offer support for the
lovelorn millennial and anyone wading through the challenges of dating and being single in
today’s world.

MADE IN SPAIN
A Shopper’s Guide to Artisans and Their Craft by Region
By Suzanne M. Gething

A celebration of artisanal craft, Made in Spain pulls back the veil
on independent craftspeople and handmade artisans throughout
Spain. This unique guide takes us on a bountiful journey—from
jewelers to furniture makers, textiles to footwear—exploring each
craft and maker in depth. Turn these gorgeous pages to learn more
about some of Spain’s well-known and hidden-gem art and artisans.
Part art guide, part travelogue, each chapter includes lush color
photographs that explore each featured artisan from regions including Barcelona and Catalunya, the Balearic Islands, Valencia, Madrid,
the Basque region, Galicia, and Andalucía.
Jacketed Hardcover, $25.95, 139.7 x 203.2 mm, 192 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

MAKING CAMP
A Visual History of Camping’s
Most Essential Items and Activities
By Martin Hogue

Car camping, hike-in tent camping, bivouacking, mountaineering,
RV camping, glamping, back yard camping . . . whatever your style,
outdoor adventure awaits! For camping enthusiasts, this fascinating
(and packable) volume holds a comprehensive look at the origins of
the practice and the ways that bring all these enthusiasts together.
From the early days of recreational camping in the late nineteenth
century through the multitude of modern camping options available
today, Making Camp explores the history and evolution of the
popular activity through the lens of its most important and familiar
components: the campsite, the campfire, the picnic table, the map, the tent, the sleeping bag. Each
chapter includes a broad range of visuals to help illustrate the rich history of camping and our
collective devotion to it.
Jacketed Hardcover, $26.95, 152.4 x 228.6 mm, 256 pages, full-color and black & white drawings and photographs throughout, Spring 2023

Paperback, $19.95, 152.4 x 228.6 mm, 176 pages, black & white illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
A Journal for Single Moms

By Felix de Rosen

There are an estimated 15 million children being raised by single
mothers in the U.S. Yet single mothers are deeply underserved
when it comes to celebrating their triumphs and sharing their trials
and challenges of being a single parent in today’s world. Acclaimed
author, journalist, and single mom Beth Raymer hopes to change
that. She brings her signature wit, honesty, and wisdom to this
unique resource that gives single mothers the most important
tool of all: a voice. This thoughtful journal encompasses both an
inspiring personal reflection on the single-motherhood journey and
a practical guide for any single mom to feel empowered and confident.

Through stories and essays, this gracious volume, written in a highly
accessible tone, invites readers on a journey to understand gardens
as places where we build mutually beneficial relationships with
the living world around us. As beautiful spaces, gardens fill us with
hope and wonder. As gathering places, they nurture friendships
and communities. Thoughtfully crafted, they make us pause and
appreciate our surroundings. Full of edible plants, they nourish us.
Full of diversity—human and non-human—they connect us with the
polychromatic world in which we live. They make us feel at home in our own bodies, in our cities, and
on our planet. Each chapter in this book is dedicated to a specific idea or element of the garden, from
places where gardens grow to garden management to color and texture, and everything in between.
Hundreds of gardens from all corners of the globe are included, photographed in glorious full color.

Jacketed Hardcover, $24.95, 146.1 x 209.6 mm, 144 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $29.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 192 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

By Beth Raymer
Photographs by Laura Harrison
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A GARDEN’S PURPOSE
Cultivating Our Connection with the Natural World
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CAPTURING NATURE
150 Years of Nature Printing

WILDSCAPE
Trilling Chipmunks, Beckoning Blooms, Salty Butterflies,
and other Sensory Wonders of Nature

By Matthew Zucker

By Nancy Lawson

Hailed as the earliest precursor to photography, nature printing
is the practice of using impressions from the surface of a natural
object such as leaves, flowering plants, ferns, seaweed, snakes,
and more to produce an image. Author Matthew Zucker has spent
decades curating the most extensive collection of nature prints
ever assembled, with more than 13,000 images across 120 rare
and seminal works, including journals, published books, unique
manuscripts, American currency, and instructional texts related to
nature printing from 1733 to 1902. This gorgeous volume explores
Zucker’s collection, allowing readers to see these nature prints presented side by side for the
first time and enabling unique comparisons while creating a visually stunning journey through
the developments over a 150-year period in printing methods.

Master naturalist Nancy Lawson takes readers on a fascinating tour
of the vibrant web of nature outside our back door—where animals
and plants perceive and communicate using marvelous sensory
capabilities we are only beginning to understand. Organized
into chapters investigating each of their five senses, Lawson’s
exploration reveals a remarkable world of interdependent creatures
with amazing capabilities. Synthesizing cutting-edge scientific
research, original interviews with animal and plant researchers, and
poetic observations made in her own garden, Lawson shows us how
to appreciate the natural environment from the sensory perspective of our wild neighbors right
outside our door and beyond, and how to respect and nurture the full range of their vibrancy
and diversity.

Jacketed Hardcover, $100.00, 232 x 330 mm, 360 pages, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $27.50, 139.7 x 203.2 mm, 304 pages, black & white illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

SEARCHING FOR SUNSHINE
Finding Connections with Plants, Parks, and the
People Who Love Them

SKY-HIGH
A Critique of NYC’s Supertall Towers from Top to Bottom
By Eric P. Nash

By Ishita Jain

When illustrator Ishita Jain relocated to the visually overwhelming
and concrete-filled New York City from New Delhi, India, she found
solace in its parks and gardens and started thinking about how
important green spaces are in big cities to their residents’ sense
of escape and peace. In Searching for Sunshine, Jain follows her
curiosity and creativity to provide a vibrant compilation of visual
essays and interviews centered around the simple yet compelling
question of why and how plants and green spaces create such
meaning for us. Whether living in a setting that is urban, rural, or somewhere in between, we can
all find solace in the beautifully rendered pages and stories gathered here.

New York City’s penchant for building skyward has reached new
heights with its crop of supertall towers—those that rise at least
984 feet above the sidewalk. The city that never sleeps is also the
city that never stops building ever higher, from the Woolworth and
Chrysler buildings of an earlier race to the top to today’s superluxury aeries of 57th Street’s Billionaires’ Row and the towers of
the World Trade complex in Lower Manhattan. Among the twelve
buildings featured are One World Trade Center, Three World
Trade Center, 30 Hudson Yards, 35 Hudson Yards, One57, 432 Park
Avenue, 53West53, Central Park Tower, and One Vanderbilt.

Jacketed Hardcover, $25.95, 177.8 x 228.6 mm, 224 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $45.00, 177.8 x 279.4 mm, 224 pages, full-color and black & white photographs throughout, Spring 2023

SEASONAL FAMILY ALMANAC
Recipes, Rituals, and Crafts to Embrace
the Magic of the Year

THE BEE WITHOUT WINGS
By Amberlea Williams

By Emma Frisch and Jana Blankenship

On a warm spring day, Sasha and her cat, Molly, find a struggling
wingless bee in the garden. Eager to help, they take in the bee,
feed it sugar water to help it regain its strength, and name it Bea.
Every day over the course of the summer, Sasha, Molly, and Bea
play outside, enjoying each other’s company. When the fall comes,
Bea starts to lose strength, until one day, Bea is gone. Missing Bea
terribly, Sasha comes up with an idea for how to honor Bea by
making a special garden for all bees to enjoy. The Bee Without
Wings touches on key developmental themes of friendship and loss
for young readers, and includes an activity for creating a pollinator garden along with information
on how to care for early spring bees.

Authors Emma Frisch and Jana Blankenship have a strong
friendship that blossomed around their shared experience as
mothers, entrepreneurs, and nature lovers. As they observed a
growing demand from families wanting to unplug and reconnect
themselves and their children to nature, they created this helpful,
fun, and practical resource. Seasonal Family Almanac gives
families the tools to rediscover the soul-stirring wonder and magic
that comes from living in tune with the seasons. Organized into twelve chapters that sync with
each season’s rhythms and offerings, and with content from a host of diverse contributors
drawing from a range of backgrounds, Seasonal Family Almanac is an indispensable, accessible
resource to consult for essential wisdom and creative inspiration every day of the year.

Jacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 203.2 x 254 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed Hardcover, $35.00, 190.5 x 241.3 mm, 288 pages, full-color photographs and black & white illustrations throughout, Spring 2023
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Children’s

Picture Books
WAKE UP, WOODLANDS
By Karen Jameson, Illustrated by Marc Boutavant

This charming picture book and follow-up to Woodland Dreams
brings Karen Jameson and Marc Boutavant together again—this
time, celebrating spring! Woodland creatures (bears, squirrels,
foxes, butterflies, frogs, and more) awaken as flowers and trees
bloom: A new season is here. At once a reassuring ode to the
wakefulness that follows sleep and a celebration of a rejuvenating
new season, this book beautifully affirms the power of greeting the day—and spring—with
energy, positivity, and hope.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 32 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2024

Illustration by Marc Boytavant from Wake Up, Woodlands
[ART: HONEYBEE]

GRIEF IS AN ELEPHANT
WakeUpWoodland_INT_1G.indd 8-9

By Tamara Ellis Smith, Illustrated by Nancy Whitesides

8/1/22 1:42 PM

When Grief first arrives, it is like an elephant—so big that there
is hardly room for anything else. But over time, Grief can become
smaller and smaller—until it is a fox, then a mouse and finally a
flickering firefly in the darkness leading us down a path of loving
remembrance. This lyrical work is an empathetic and comforting
balm for anyone who is experiencing grief—be it grieving the loss
of a loved one or the losses in the world around us. Its heartfelt
message reminds us that there is no loss without love.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 229 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

Ivy + Bean: Now Streaming on Netflix
GriefIsAnElephant_INT_Sketches_V4.indd 22-23

8/10/22 1:59 PM

Illustration by Nancy Whitesides from Grief Is An Elephant
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Illustration by Sophie Blackall from Ivy & Bean, Book 1
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I WANT 100 DOGS

NOTHING EVER HAPPENS ON A GRAY DAY

By Stacy McAnulty, Illustrated by Claire Keane

By Grant Snider

A young girl proclaims, “I want 100 dogs.” In a twist, her parents
agree, but they have one question: Where will 100 dogs sleep? Our
protagonist revises her request to 90 dogs. But how does one walk
90 dogs? In this silly subtractive tale about how more dogs equals
more problems, one aspiring dog owner and her parents ponder—in
wildly imaginative and hilarious detail—all the best and worst outcomes of bringing home more
dogs than you can (literally) shake a stick at. A sweet and surprising ending gives both parties
a win and proves that no matter how boundless your enthusiasm, when it comes to finding the
perfect pet, just one is all you need. Written by bestselling author Stacy McAnulty and illustrated
with vintage flair by illustrator Claire Keane, this clever and funny picture book will be a new
favorite of families, booksellers, and anyone with one too many canine companions.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 216 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

With fantastic bursts of color and lyricism, Grant Snider once
again explores the extraordinary within the ordinary in this ode to
seemingly boring days and the wonders that can emerge for anyone
open to seeing them.
On a gray day, what can happen? It’s gloomy outside, and the world
feels like it’s asleep . . . but perhaps all that’s required for adventure
is a bit of curiosity and patience. After all, an everyday stroll can
become an adventure in the blink of an eye. Ride alongside a
girl on her rickety bicycle through the familiar scenes of her neighborhood as she rediscovers
the colors—a splash of yellow, a flash of red, a flutter of blue—that can be found even on a
monochrome day.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 216 x 279 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

INVISIBLE THINGS
By Andy J. Pizza and Sophie Miller

This wacky, creative exploration of the invisible things that make
up the human experience encourages readers to look past the
visible and connect with the things that are not seen.
If you could put on a pair of magical glasses and see all the feelings,
ideas, and other invisible things that populate our world, what
would they look like? Could you see an itch? Could you describe
hope? From the sound of a dog barking to the rainbow-MAGIC taste
of a lollipop, from gratitude to grit, this book will help you meet the
many interesting sensations that accompany you every day, even if you can’t see them. Explore
the way a sad song can sometimes make you happy, and discover that laughs—even fake ones—
can multiply faster than you’d imagine. As readers give names to these unknown forces, they’ll
also find a gentle invitation to pause, take a deep breath, and reflect on the invisible things at
work in their own lives.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 279 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

MAURICE
By Jessixa Bagley

y esix age

The winning personality of Corduroy meets the fable-like
storytelling of Extra Yarn in this uplifting tale of a dog and his
music in a changing Paris. Whether he’s selling out the Palais
Garnier or delighting Parisian pedestrians, music is Maurice’s love
language. But time and things change, and when the world stops
paying attention, those notes fall flat.

This transcendent journey of one busking dog, who combines the power of inner strength and
the gift of friendship to arrive at true self-discovery, is sure to inspire young dreamers and lift all
souls in a stirring celebration of the world’s inherent beauty, welcoming all who seek it.

CONSTRUCTION SITE: TAKING FLIGHT!
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

The airport should be bigger, too,
so everyone can zip right through.
THIS will be one massive mission:
build a big AIRPORT ADDITION!
The latest in the New York Times–bestselling Construction Site
series, this picture book follows the construction crew on a new and
exciting adventure: expanding an airport! With the help of new trucks (lift trucks! snowplows!) and
airplanes too (cargo planes! jumbo jets!), the team is ready to pave roads, clear runways, and build
BIG new projects so that planes can take to the skies.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

SOME OF THESE ARE SNAILS
By Carter Higgins

Press Here meets Eric Carle in a concept book that makes familiar
ideas exciting and surprising. From the creative mind behind
Circle Under Berry comes this deceptively simple exploration of
sorting, comparatives, and quantifiers that teases the brain, twists
expectations, and teaches basic concepts in unusual ways. Read
it once, read it ten times—see something new every time. With an
elegant and simple approach, this enigmatic, thought-provoking book
shows young readers that everything in the world can be seen from
infinite perspectives.
Unjacketed hardcover with rounded corners, $15.99, 191 x 254 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover with gatefold, $17.99, 279 x 241 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023
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A FUNNY THING HAPPENED AFTER SCHOOL . . .

I MADE THESE ANTS SOME UNDERPANTS!

By Davide Cali, Illustrated by Benjamin Chaud

By Derick Wilder, Illustrated by K-Fai Steele

The latest follow-up to Davide Cali and Benjamin Chaud’s
internationally acclaimed I Didn’t Do My Homework Because . . .
is out of this world! It’s a race to do homework—in space! First,
there’s a spaceship jam. Then there’s the moon detour, the Mars
alien exploration, and a stop on the gravity-defying International
Space Station. And that’s just the beginning! Henry and Ali want to
get their homework done—they really do! But how are they
supposed to study the solar system when they seem to be swept up
in an endless series of interstellar surprises?

Green Eggs and Ham meets Vegetables in Underwear in this
laugh-out-loud tale of radical generosity. What’s a kid to do when
given a day-of-the-week underwear set—wear Monday’s undies on
Monday and Sunday’s undies on Sunday, like a rule-following robot?
No sirree bob! This kid’ll cut and craft, snip and sew until every single
one of his friends has their own pair of underwear—whether they
want them or not.

FISH AND CRAB

This valiant attempt to create a pair of underpants for each and every buddy, no matter how
imaginary, is a hilarious testament to the devotion of friendship, welcoming the creative muse
wherever it strikes, and the power of underwear to unite even the least likely of allies—especially
on the days you don’t want to wear them.

By Marianna Coppo

Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 241 x 267 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

Unjacketed hardcover, $12.99, 152 x 203 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, Spring 2023

This humorous and clever picture book explores the importance of
sharing big feelings with someone you trust. Fish and Crab are best
friends, always there for each other. When it’s time for bed, Crab is
ready to go to sleep, but Fish is still wide awake, wondering, What
is that noise—that ooh, ooh? What if aliens abduct us as we sleep?
What if it rains frogs? What if . . . so many things! From Marianna
Coppo, the critically acclaimed author of Petra, Such a Good Boy,
and A Brave Cat, comes an unforgettable book about a friendship between two very different
aquarium inhabitants. At once relatable and reassuring, Fish and Crab shows the youngest of
readers that it is okay to embrace the full spectrum of our feelings—not just at bedtime, but
anytime. After all, even the biggest worries and “what ifs” are easier to cope with—and move on
from—when someone you love and trust is there to listen.

ODE TO A BAD DAY

Ode to a Bad Day

NOT
FINAL

Wrien by

Illustrated by

Chelsea Lin Wallace

Hyewon Yum

By Chelsea Lin Wallace, Illustrated by Hyewon Yum

Soggy cereal, a scraped knee, a case of the hiccups you just can’t
shake—sometimes the little bumps in our days can feel much
bigger than they really are. And when they start multiplying . . . oh,
what a bad day it can be! Ode to a Bad Day helps find humor and
compassion in days that could have gone better and encourages
readers to look forward to a better day . . . tomorrow.

Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 254 x 245 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

OH NO, THE AUNTS ARE HERE
By Adam Rex, Illustrated by Lian Cho

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

THE BOO-BOOS OF BLUEBELL ELEMENTARY
By Chelsea Lin Wallace, Illustrated by Alison Farrell

The kids at Bluebell Elementary don’t feel well—Gus is sad, and
Benny fell. Splinters, lice, a paper cut, throw-up, bumps, a hungry
gut . . . Charlee’s tooth won’t wiggle free! Who can help? MISS
PEATREE! The big feelings and daily dilemmas of elementary school
are no match for the compassion, resourcefulness, and good humor
of the school’s favorite helper.

Shhh, listen. Do you hear that? Oh no. Oh dear. Oh . . . my . . .
godmother. They’ve traveled on planes, in taxis, and across state
lines. And now they’re here at the doorstep, a cheesy gift in one
hand, the other poised for a pinch on the cheek. IT’S THE AUNTS!
THE AUNTS ARE HERE.
This laugh-out-loud depiction of one girl’s all-too-recognizable
experience takes readers young and old on an emotionally
bombastic staycation that celebrates the universal and endearing strangeness of our families.
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 229 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 254 x 244 mm, 56 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2023

TOGETHER WE SWIM
By Valerie Bolling, Illustrated by Kaylani Juanita

What’s more fun than a day at the pool with family? With lyrical,
rhyming, considered verses and illustrations that offer a seek-andfind of exuberant details on every page, Together We Swim is
destined to become a family read-aloud favorite!
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 241 x 222 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages
3 to 5, Fall 2023

Illustration by Lian Cho from Oh No, The Aunts Are Here
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DANCING HANDS
A Story of Friendship in Filipino Sign Language

I REALLY LOVE BOOKS
A Bibliophile Book

By Joanna Que and Charina Marquez
Illustrated by Fran Alvarez

By Jane Mount

Read the world to change the world! This artful picture book about
friendship and sign language, originally published in the Philippines
in concert with the nonprofit Room to Read, is beautifully revised for
this global edition.
Our new neighbors’ hands are dancing. Their hands move
as if to music. What are they saying to each other? Sam’s new
neighbors’ hands make graceful movements she doesn’t recognize.
She watches through the window and wonders what those dancing hands and expressive faces
are saying. Soon she meets her neighbor Mai. As they get closer, Mai teaches Sam some Filipino
Sign Language, and they both discover the joys of making a new friend—a best friend. Joanna Que
and Charina Marquez tell a sweet and perceptive story of two girls learning to communicate, with
playful illustrations by Fran Alvarez that celebrate the beautiful movements of sign language. This
charming and inclusive picture book conveys the shy and fumbling experience of making a friend
and overcoming language barriers.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 203 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

TWO NEW YEARS
By Richard Ho, Illustrated by Lynn Scurfield

For this multicultural family, inspired by the author’s own, two New
Years mean twice as much to celebrate! In the fall, Rosh Hashanah
offers an opportunity to bake challah, cast away mistakes, and lift
voices in song at the synagogue. In the spring, Lunar New Year
brings a chance to eat dumplings, watch dragon dances, and release
glowing lanterns that light up the sky. With bright, joyful prose and
luminous illustrations, Richard Ho and Lynn Scurfield invite readers
of all backgrounds to experience the beauty of two New Year traditions, paying homage to the
practices that make each unique while illuminating the values of abundance, family, and hope that
they share. Full of opportunities to reflect on the rich blend of cultures and traditions in our lives,
this moving picture book is a beautiful reminder that, at heart, our celebrations might not be so
different after all.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 241 x 267 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

WHAT DO BROTHAS DO ALL DAY?
By Ajuan Mance

What Do Brothas Do All Day? features brightly colored drawings
of Black men and boys engaged in activities like grocery shopping
and laughing with friends, as well as activities rooted in African
American communities and culture like marching in the style of
historically Black college and university bands and voguing. It
challenges existing stereotypes of Black men and boys even as it
highlights and affirms key African American traditions. The project
grew out of Ajuan Mance’s online sketchbook 1001 Black Men, in
which she used portraits of people she encountered in her community to explore the diverse
lives and experiences of Black men and boys. This will appeal to those hungry to see themselves
and their communities in books, as well as to teachers and librarians searching for books that will
speak to their students. Perfect for fans of Crown!

Lotti isn’t sure she wants to make friends. She doesn’t really know
how. While everyone around her is playful and loud, Lotti prefers a
quiet place and a book to read. Lotti LOVES books. To her, they are
full of magic and aren’t as scary as making friends. But perhaps Lotti’s
books can show her how to find magic in everyday moments, and
maybe the people she wants to share this magic with are closer than
she thinks. Iconic Bibliophile creator Jane Mount makes her picture book debut in this imaginationdriven story of a shy book lover’s attempts to open her mind and find joy with the people around
her. With a journal-esque narrative that includes fun recommended reads on each page, I Really
Love Books celebrates the avid reader and reassures anyone who has been anxious or uncertain
about facing the real world.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 241 x 267 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2023

IS THIS LOVE
Based on the song by Bob Marley, Adapted by Cedella Marley,
Illustrated by Alea Marley

Bob Marley’s music has captured the hearts and souls of families
around the world. This sweet adaptation of one of his best-loved
songs is a heartwarming tale of an older child’s love for a younger
sibling.
From the moment she sees her baby sister, big sister knows just
what she’s going to do: love her and treat her right, every day and every night. Playing together,
watching over her, standing by her through thick and thin . . . big sister does it all, because yes, this
is love that she’s feeling.
Adapted by Cedella Marley, Bob Marley’s eldest child, and exuberantly illustrated by Alea Marley, Is
This Love is a joyful ode to the unshakeable love shared by all those who call one another family.
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 254 x 244 mm, 36 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2023

THE RED TIN BOX
By Matthew Burgess, Illustrated by Evan Turk

Like a modern-day Miss Rumphius, with the title character’s
promise to make the world a more beautiful place, this luminous
story brings the scope of a lifetime into focus for young readers and
fills it with the magic of gifts given and received.
This moving and radiant story of the relationship between a
grandmother and a granddaughter, and the joy and promise passed down between them, begins
one quiet dawn. . . On the morning of her eighth birthday, Maude buries a secret the foot of a
flowering dogwood—and inside it, a tiny toy elephant, a marble like a tiger’s eye, a bird’s nest
with purple string woven through the twigs, and more. A special box. A gift, waiting for the right
moment to be opened again. At once lyrical and profound, this enchantingly illustrated book is a
joyful celebration of intergenerational relationships and of the secret treasures of childhood. Young
readers and adults will delight in the memories and magic tucked away in the red tin box.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 64 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2023
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TINY T. REX AND THE GRAND TA-DA!
By Jonathan Stutzman, Illustrated by Jay Fleck

HOMELAND
My Father Dreams of Palestine
By Hannah Moushabeck, Illustrated by Reem Madooh

In the newest picture book in the bestselling Tiny T. Rex series, Tiny
T. Rex and his friend Pointy really want to win their school’s talent
show. And they think they know just how to do it—they will become
great magicians, just like their hero, the Amazing Presto. Together
they work hard on their act, including the grandest trick of all:
making something disappear. But it isn’t easy to become magicians,
and just when they’ve mastered their skills, they face an even greater challenge: performing in
front of an audience! With their trademark humor and warmth, beloved duo Tiny and Pointy prove
that every problem can be overcome as long as it’s met with patience and understanding.
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 229 x 229 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

YENEBI’S DRIVE TO SCHOOL
By Sendy Santamaria

Dreamers meets School’s First Day of School in this vibrant story
that puts a whole new spin on one loving family’s morning drive to
school.
Every morning, Yenebi is up at four o’clock. She brushes her teeth,
gets dressed, and drags her sister, Melanie, to the car, where Mami’s
waiting. “¡Se nos va a hacer tarde!” For the next few hours, they’ll
be driving—past tamale vendors (Yenebi’s favorite part), through la
línea (her least favorite part), and across the US border. That’s how they get to school every day.
This is their normal. ¡Vamos!
NOT
FINAL

As bedtime approaches, three young girls eagerly await the return of
their father, who tells them stories of a faraway homeland—Palestine.
Through their father’s memories, the Old City of Jerusalem comes to
life: the sounds of juice vendors beating rhythms with brass cups, the
smell of argileh drifting through windows, and the sight of doves
flapping their wings toward home. These daughters of the diaspora feel love for a place they have
never been, a place they cannot visit. But, as their father’s story comes to an end, they know that
through his memories, they will always return.
A Palestinian family celebrates the stories of their homeland in this moving autobiographical
picture book debut by Hannah Moushabeck. With heartfelt illustrations by Reem Madooh, this story
is a love letter to home, to family, and to the persisting hope of people that transcends borders.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 254 x 244 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

GO-GO GUYS
By Rowboat Watkins

The Go-Go Guys don’t want to go to sleep. They want to try more
exciting things! Is there anything that will make them stop stop and
go go to bed? Rowboat Watkins returns to his Rude Cakes roots with
a silly book whose message has kid- and grown-up-appeal.
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
ages 6 to 9, Fall 2023

In a winning, sunny voice and a bright, friendly palette, debut author-illustrator Sendy
Santamaria tells the story of one girl’s commute—a commute Sendy herself made growing up as
an American citizen living in Mexico. Yenebi’s Drive to School takes readers on a trip to school
that many will recognize as very similar to their own.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 203 x 254 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

YOU RULE!
By Rilla Alexander

A boldly graphic, verbally playful affirmation that the most precious
things in life are immeasurable!
How far can you go? How much do you know? How kind are you?
How much do I love you? These are impossible questions every child
has asked, and every parent has struggled to answer. This wonderfully affirmative, aspirational
book of possibilities and exploration is a fantastic linguistic calibration and celebration of bravery,
kindness, love, and so much more. Within this bright and colorful picture book and energetic array
of words, Rilla Alexander brilliantly succeeds in measuring the immeasurables of life.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 229 mm, 36 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Spring 2023

Illustration by Rowboat Watkins from Go-Go Guys
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Non-Fiction
A RIVER OF DUST
The Life-Giving Link Between North Africa and the Amazon
By Jilanne Hoffman, Illustrated by Eugenia Mello

I am dust, the dust of North Africa. I connect continents.
The dust of the Sahel—a ribbon of land between the Sahara and
the savannah—lifts with the harmattan winds each winter season.
But this is not just any dust. The Sahel’s dust will mix with dust from the Sahara and travel
thousands of miles westward, across the African continent and the Atlantic Ocean, to reunite
with its unforgotten home deep in the Amazon basin. Told in the perspective of dust, A River of
Dust takes readers on a journey through vibrantly illustrated landscapes, celebrating the power
and wonder of Earth’s ecosystems, and showing how these tiny particles are in fact key to the
health of our planet. Meticulously researched and lushly illustrated, this picture book is a lyrical
ode to global interconnectedness and the vital roles that even the smallest play in taking care of
our planet.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

A SHELL IS COZY
By Dianna Hutts Aston, Illustrated by Sylvia Long

The final book in the bestselling series! From the acclaimed duo
Dianna Hutts Aston and Sylvia Long comes this gorgeous look at the
fascinating world of shells. From land snails to freshwater mussels,
giant clams to tiny dwarf shells, an incredible array of shells are
showcased in all their splendor. Poetic in voice and elegant in design,
this carefully researched book will spark the imaginations of children
in classroom reading circles as well as on parents’ laps.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 228.6 x 279.4 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

TOMFOOLERY!
Randolph Caldecott and the Rambunctious
Coming-of-Age of Children’s Books
By Michelle Markel, Illustrated by Barbara McClintock

Quick! If you don’t move fast you’re going to miss him—there he
goes—Randolph Caldecott, future famous illustrator. His sketchbook
is full of hurly burly: wild weather, frisky animals, and people so
sprightly they can barely hold onto the pages. But in the 1850s, there
are no children’s books like that. Not yet. Many books are published,
but their pictures look stiff, full of pretty poses and cluttered scenery.
No one has imagined how much fun an illustrated book could be . . . because the future hero of
children’s book illustration is still just a lad. Join Michelle Markel and Barbara McClintock for a
riotous adventure through the seminal history of children’s books—their art, their joy, and the man
who changed them for good.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 241.3 x 266.7 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2023
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SEARCH FOR A GIANT SQUID
Pick Your Path
By Amy S. Forrester, Illustrated by Andy Chou Musser

An exciting ocean-themed choose-your-path STEM adventure for
emerging readers!
Take a journey to the ocean’s twilight zone in Search for a Giant
Squid! An exciting mixture of fiction and nonfiction, this chooseyour-own-adventure story allows readers to join a team looking for
a giant squid in its natural habitat. Once readers pick their submersible, pilot, and dive site, the adventure begins!
Hardcover, $14.99, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 96 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, Spring 2023

THE FIRE OF STARS
The Life and Brilliance of the Woman Who Discovered What
Stars Are Made Of
By Kirsten W. Larson, Illustrated by Katherine Roy

A poetic picture book celebrating the life and scientific discoveries
of Cecilia Payne! Astronomer and astrophysicist Cecilia Payne was
the first person to discover what burns at the heart of stars. But she
didn’t start out as the groundbreaking scientist she would eventually become. She started out as a
girl full of curiosity, hoping one day to unlock the mysteries of the universe. With lyrical, evocative
text by Kirsten W. Larson and extraordinary illustrations by award-winning illustrator Katherine
Roy, this moving biography powerfully parallels the kindling of Cecilia Payne’s own curiosity and
her scientific career with the process of a star’s birth, from mere possibility in an expanse of space
to an eventual, breathtaking explosion of light.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, Spring 2023

THEY HOLD THE LINE
By Dan Paley, illustrated by Molly Mendoza

Frightening images of raging wildfires top the daily news. On the
ground, smoke fills the air as people prepare to flee their homes
ahead of encroaching flames. Who helps to get this crisis under
control? And what do these heroes do? They hold the line. They
Hold the Line delivers a dramatic inside look at the work of the
highly trained first responders who risk their lives to fight wildfires.
From hotshot hand-crews to base camp cooks, these brave men
and women also serve as land preservationists, managing the health
of our forests and the safety of our communities. The special genius of this book is the style of
presentation: a dynamic combination of a realistic fictional fire episode with graphic nonfiction
content keyed to each spread, including firefighting gear, tools, terms, techniques, science
concepts, historical factors, and more.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 228.6 x 279.4 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 7 to 10, Fall 2023
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Board Books for Babies and Toddlers
MY HAIR IS LIKE THE SUN

My Hair Is Like the Sun
NOT
FINAL

Little
DUMPLINGS

By St. Clair Detrick-Jules
NOT
FINAL

My hair is like the ocean, wild and free My hair is like the sun
that shines down on me.
Through simple rhyming text paired with warm, joyful photographs,
this sweet board book celebrates Black hair in all its shapes, styles,
and textures. By making playful comparisons to the wonders of
nature, this board book is a declaration of love to Black girls and boys, with a reassuring message of
self-love, confidence, and a universal conviction to take pride in their Black identities.
By St.Clair Detrick-Jules
Illustrated by Tabitha Brown

Board book, $8.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 20 pages, mix of photographs and full-color illustrations (or stock photography) throughout, ages
0 to 3, Fall 2023

FLORA AND FRIENDS ALPHABET

LITTLE DUMPLINGS
By Jekka Kuhlmann, Krissy Kuhlmann, and Haley Hazell
Illustrated by Manita Boonyong

A mouth-watering, multicultural board book for little foodies and
their loved ones, celebrating dumplings from kitchens all over the
world!
NOT
FINAL

NOT
FINAL

By Jekka Kuhlmann, Krissy Kuhlmann & Haley Hazell
Illustrated by Manita Boonyong

There are so many different kinds of dumplings to love! In this
sweet rhyming board book, the youngest of readers are introduced to traditional dumplings
eaten all over the world, from bao to pierogi, samosa, and more! Featuring more than thirty
different dumplings, plus an illustrated guide to pronunciation and associated regions, this board
book is just right for sharing diverse culinary traditions and fostering a love of good food with
little ones. Everyone is welcome at this dumpling celebration!
Board book, $8.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 24 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, Spring 2023

By Molly Idle

Building on the success of the Flora series, readers will be excited to
see her embarking on new adventures, with new yet equally cute bird
friends. Aimed at younger readers than the original picture books,
but with the same beautiful and fun style that Molly brings, parents,
grandparents, other caretakers, and gift-givers will find Flora and
Friends Alphabet to be the perfect way to introduce the ABCs to
babies and toddlers.
Board book with gatefolds, $12.99, 152.4 x 228.6 mm, 34 pages, full-color illustrations
throughout, ages 0 to 3, Fall 2023

GET UP, STAND UP

YOU ARE NEW
By Lucy Knisley

A sweet look at the first year of a baby’s life from bestselling and
award-winning author Lucy Knisley—now in board book format! A
world of being new is waiting for little ones and the grown-ups who
love them in this warm and funny book. From napping to crying
to cuddling to playing, this board book introduces the world to
newborns (and new parents) with humor, honesty, and unmitigated sweetness. You Are New is a
timeless celebration of new beginnings and the transformative power of love.
Board book, $9.99, 177.8 x 171.4 mm, 42 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, Spring 2023

Based on the song by Bob Marley, Adapted by Cedella Marley,
Illustrated by John Jay Cabuay

LET’S GO TO COLOR CAMP!
Beginning Baby

Now in board book for the first time, Get Up, Stand Up is an
empowering adaptation of one of Bob Marley’s most loved songs,
bringing his music to a new generation who can take heart from his
joyful call to action. Adapted by Cedella Marley, Bob Marley’s eldest
child, and exuberantly illustrated by John Jay Cabuay, Get Up, Stand
Up is a vibrant and encouraging testament to the power we all have to make a difference and stand
up for what’s right.
Board book, $7.99, 184 x 178 mm, 28 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Spring 2023

Join the Beginning Baby animal friends for a day full of fun at Color
Camp! Babies will learn to identify nine different colors as they tap,
touch, and count their way through an activity-packed day.
Tabbed board book, $12.99, 215.9 x 215.9 mm, 18 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages
0 to 3, Spring 2023

A Day Full of Feelings

A DAY FULL OF FEELINGS
Beginning Baby

The next book in our Beginning Baby series, perfect for teaching
young readers a wide range of feelings!
Board book, $7.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 20 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3,
Fall 2023
Beginning Baby
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Chapter Books, Middle Grade & YA

Activity & Special Formats

DOG & HAT AND THE LUNAR ECLIPSE PICNIC
Book No. 2

BABY’S 1ST FLASH CARDS
A keepsake gift created by baby’s family & friends!

By Darin Shuler

Prepare for some dreamy moon magic! When Ant dreams of her
Mama Ant sending a message to visit her ant cousins who live on the
moon, Dog is eager to join the fun. Hat is more than a little skeptical.
But Hat’s friends won’t leave him behind, and they’ll overcome any
obstacle to get there. As the trio make their way to the moon, they
discover that big dreams aren’t impossible, especially when new
friends provide help along the way. Dreams, jokes, and curiosities
abound when this daringly weird dynamic duo (plus Ant!) embark on a wonderfully strange and
unendingly funny adventure to make it to the moon just in time to enjoy a picnic UPON the lunar
eclipse itself—before it disappears from right beneath their checkered blanket! Can you imagine
anything more magical?

s�

flash cards
Cc
s�

Dd

flash cards

s�

Ee

s�

flash
cards

C is for car

D is for

by

dog

by

Create a unique, personalized set of first flash cards for baby, drawn
with love by parents, family, and friends! This set of draw-your-own
ABC flash cards, presented in a decorative keepsake box, makes
an unforgettable new baby gift. Invite friends and family to draw
their own versions of classic first words, from airplane to zebra,
on beautifully embellished cards to create a heartfelt, one-of-a-kind
present that new families will treasure always.

E is for elepha
Katie

by

A keepsake gift
created by baby’s
family & friends!

nt

flash cards

Flash cards in shrink-wrapped box with bellyband, $18.99, 1127 x 178 mm, 30 cards (26
alphabet cards, 4 write-your-own cards), full-color illustrations throughout, all ages, Spring 2023

JUST BETWEEN US: FATHER & DAUGHTER
The Original Bestselling No-Stress, No-Rules Journal
By Sofie Jacobs and Jonathan Jacobs

Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 177.8 x 228.6 mm, 104 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, Spring 2023

POLLY DIAMOND AND THE TOPSY TURVEY DAY
Book 3
By Alice Kuipers, Illustrated by Diana Toledano

Polly has a magic book named Spell, and whatever Polly writes in
Spell comes true! Polly and her classmates want a class pet. So, Polly
and Spell join together to come up with the best class pet ever, but
unfortunately, they get even more than they bargained for!
Hardcover, $14.99, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 120 pages, black-and-white illustrations throughout,
ages 7 to 10, Fall 2023

Cowritten by a real-life father-daughter team! In this journal
coauthor of the original Just Between Us: Mother & Daughter,
Sofie Jacobs, partners with her father, Jonathan Jacobs, to offer
advice and prompts for fathers and daughters to express anything
and everything. With sensitivity and thoughtfulness, this interactive
keepsake journal provides the space and encouragement for
father-daughter conversations, packed with all the essentials to
cultivate shared respect and deep understanding in one of life’s most
important relationships. Perfect for dads and daughters who are already close, it is also a shared
resource for any father-daughter pair looking to deepen their relationship!
Hardcover journal with 2 ribbon markers, $16.95, 165.1 x 222.2 mm, 144 pages, 2-color illustrations throughout, ages 10 and up, Spring 2023

HELLO HUMMINGBIRDS
Read and play in the tree!
By Hannah Rogge, Illustrated by Emily Dove

HENRY, LIKE ALWAYS
Book 1
By Jenn Bailey, Illustrated by Mika Song

A beginning chapter book series based on the award-winning picture
book A Friend for Henry. Henry likes Classroom Ten. He likes
how it is always the same. But this week, Henry’s class will have a
parade, and a parade means having Share Time on the wrong day. A
parade means playing instruments that are too loud. A parade means
this week is not like always. Join Henry as he navigates the ups and
downs of marker missiles, stomach volcanoes, and days that feel a
little too orange. From the creators of the Schneider Family Honor–
winning picture book A Friend for Henry, this warmly funny book starring a child on the autism
spectrum is a reassuring read for school-bound kids of all stripes.

Zip from flower to flower with a pair of hummingbirds! The youngest
nature lovers will adore this ingenious board book that stands up to
transform into a tree! Simply “fly” the 2 hummingbird characters—
attached to the board book with ribbons—through the beautifully
illustrated pages to hover over flowers, sip sweet nectar, and build a
cozy nest for their eggs. Full of playful and informative touches, this
book is a sweet introduction to these bright and irresistibly appealing
little birds.
Carousel board book with shaped pages and 2 hummingbird playing pieces attached to ribbons, $12.99, 127 x 228.6 mm, 14 pages, fullcolor illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 48 pages, 2-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, Spring 2023
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HEARTS ARE EVERYWHERE
Illustrated by Wednesday Kirwan

First turn the wheel to hide the heart. Then lift the flap to find it!
An interactive wheel hides brightly colored hearts across a variety
of sweet scenes. After the heart is hidden, it’s time to guess where it
is! Did you find it? Lift the flap for the reveal in this game-in-a-book,
then play again (and again) for hours of heartfelt fun!
Novelty book with wheel and flaps, $10.99, 203.2 x 203.2 mm, 10 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Fall 2023

WELCOME TO PRESCHOOL
By Maria Carluccio

Build confidence around schooltime routines with this interactive
reading experience!
Welcome to Preschool! At preschool, there are songs to sing, toys
to share, and new things to learn! In this interactive, toylike board
book, readers move one character on every spread as they engage
with classic preschool activities, from story time and artmaking
to playing and stretching. Young readers will feel a confidence
boost with each action as they, too, become empowered to move within this new space called
preschool. With six moveable characters throughout, there are plenty of new friends to meet and
new activities to learn!
Novelty board book with 6 pull-tabs, $16.99, 177.8 x 228.6 mm, 12 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Spring 2023

NORTH POLE POCKET BOOKS

Highlights:
LIKE by Annie Barrows, illustrated by Leo Espinosa

★ “This uproarious picture book works on kids’ funny bones to get
across the message that, despite any superficial differences, we humans
are all alike. . .The book’s silliness makes its argument accessible to all.”
— Booklist, starred review

Foreign editions:
• Chinese (Simplified)/Chronicle Bridge
• Italian/Mondadori Libri
• Korean/Balgeunmirae Publishing via Kids Mind Agency
THE TWELVE CATS OF CHRISTMAS by Feather Flores,
illustrated by Carrie Liao

★ “A twinkling Christmas tree with all the trimmings is the purrfect
playground for the kitties given to the narrator of Flores’s funny, furry
carol variation. . .Liao expertly conveys a knowing affection for the
kitty characters in winning, fluidly rendered scenes that pinball from
frenzied, chaotic action to serene cuddliness.”
— Publishers Weekly, starred

DIGESTION! The Musical by Adam Rex, illustrated by Laura Park

★ “Featuring verve aplenty, it’s another boffo hit by collaborators Rex
and Park.”
— Publishers Weekly, starred review

By Sabrina Makhsimova, Illustrated by Dinara Mirtalipova

A pocket-size world of stories!
Take a trip to the North Pole to see an enchanting Christmas village!
Visit the cozy home of Mr. Klaus, then, meet his buddy Polar Bear,
and finally, take a tour of the busy workshop where they make
their toys. This trifold package opens to reveal 3 delightful books
nestled into a pocket shaped like a winter wonderland. The rollicking
rhyme and immersive miniature worlds contained within each book
NOT
NOT
FINAL
FINAL
will delight consumers looking for something truly special for a
stocking stuffer or gift. Great value with 3-books-in-1, they’re also a
satisfyingly compact on-the-go package.
3 books in a trifold case with 1 pocket for each book, $14.99, 101.6 x 152.4 mm, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, Fall 2023

ONLY THE BEST: The Exceptional Life and Fashion of Ann Lowe
by Kate Messner and Margaret E. Powell, illustrated by Erin Robinson

★ “Robinson’s digital art, full of textures, curves, and color, is
perfectly suited to the subject, while Messner and Powell’s evocative,
often alliterative text begs to be read aloud. . .A deserving tribute to a
designer who wanted only the best.”
— Kirkus, starred review

★ “This picture book biography is as elegant as its subject—
African American fashion designer Ann Lowe. . .Using repetition
and lyrical language, the authors emphasize her determination….
artist Robinson creates dimension, texture, and movement with her
collage illustrations. The textiles float and flow; depictions of Lowe’s
creations are as lush and effervescent as the real garments. . .A
stylish biography worthy of inclusion on all shelves.”
— School Library Journal, starred review

★ “Readers may not have heard of Lowe before reading this book,
but afterwards, they’re unlikely to forget her.”
— Booklist, starred review
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